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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation
ECOGRID2.0 aims to develop and field test a complete flexibility ecosystem, integrating several
stakeholders and a market for flexibility. For the ecosystem to operate, each stakeholder
requires new tools implementing specific core functionalities to contribute each of the
stakeholders’ roles in the exchange of flexibility.
For WP4 on tooling and WP5 on implementation it is intended to develop the key functions of
each stakeholders, as reflected in the initial task structure. This work package kicked off when
the WP2 concept for a flexibility market was close to be finalized, so that the WP4 work could
start work around a defined centrepiece – the flexibility market. Yet, the tools and functions to
be developed in WP4 had not been defined in detail in the Description of Work, and it became
clear quickly that successful system integration would depend on smooth interactions across
tools and system functions.
In order to develop a common perspective of the integrated flexibility ecosystem, a task 4.0 was
initiated, with participation from all WP4/WP5 partners. The objective was to formulate the
required core functionality contributed by each tool to the ECOGRID2.0 flexibility ecosystem.
The results of this requirements definition are intended to serve as input to the further work on
tools in the respective WP4 tasks. The use cases and requirements defined here are intended
as guidelines, without expectation of a strict follow-up on specifications.

1.2 Scope
It is in the nature or R&D projects that initial goals and specifications are revised along with the
experience of development and the insights gained through research. In a complex setup as for
ECOGRID2.0, this revision requires some initial coordination to formulate a common
understanding of concrete objectives, problems, intended solutions, and requirements for
collaboration. The use cases documented in this report record this initial coordination effort. The
level of detail achieved in the formulation of use cases provides an early identification and
specification of functions and interactions to be supported by the tools developed and
implemented in the further work. The state of the use cases is therefore not to be taken as a
norm for the final products deployed in field tests. On the contrary, contrasting this early
specification with the final product may serve as an opportunity to observe the learnings
acquired during the project.
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1.3 On Use Case Methodology
1.3.1 Origin of the Use Case approach
“Use cases” have become a common tool in the smart grids domain. Initially developed in
context of software engineering, they have been introduced as a tool to formulate user
requirements for software. As a method, use cases bridge the gap between a user’s
understanding of a problem, and the software developer’s technical point-of-view. The key
aspects in the writing of Use Cases are:
•

Formulation of goals & objectives

•

Identification of stakeholders & roles, and system boundary (use case actors)

•

Formulation of a narrative describing the situation in which the function to be developed
is used by the identified actors (i.e. making the “case” for software use)

•

Identification of steps of interactions with external systems and actors and computation

The iterative agreement and definition of these aspects is typically facilitated by means of a
template. The template provides the means of a structured response serving two purposes: the
structure supports an overview of required information for all participants, and it simplifies the
structured recording of use cases outputs. However, more important than the template itself is
to ensure a groups common understanding of the goal and benefits of the specification effort.

1.3.2 Standardized Use Cases Methodology in Smart Grids context
In context of Smart Grids standardization, the use case approach was adopted in the Intelligrid
1
project , where a significant repository of Smart Grid use cases was formulated in context of the
effort to developing an overall Smart Grids Architectural framework. The intelligrid use case
template was then adopted by working groups in the IEC in the work toward a method for
2
structured smart grids requirements formulation, IEC62559 . In this context, a variant of the
3
intelligrid smart grids template was eventually adopted as IEC62559-2 . This adoption was
facilitated in part by several European R&D projects applying the use case method in their
4
development work
Use cases are often collected in a structured form in a use case repository and different levels
of detail for a use case can be identified from high-level (business oriented) to technical
requirements (software/implementation oriented).

1

Intelligrid research programm: http://smartgrid.epri.com/IntelliGrid.aspx

2

IEC62559 PAS (withdrawn): https://webstore.iec.ch/preview/info_iecpas62559%7Bed1.0%7Den.pdf

3

IEC62559-2: https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/22349

Gottschalk M., Uslar M., Delfs C. (2017) Use Cases – The IEC 62559 Methodology. In: The Use Case and Smart Grid
Architecture Model Approach. SpringerBriefs in Energy. Springer, Cham
4

e.g. DISCERN (http://www.gridinnovation-on-line.eu/articles/library/discern--use-case-template.kl ;
https://cordis.europa.eu/result/rcn/189284_en.html), or
Grid4EU (http://www.gridinnovation-on-line.eu/articles/library/the-grid4eu-project--a-large-scale-demonstration-projectof-advanced-smart-grids-solutions-with-wide-replication-and-scalability-potential-for-europe.kl ;
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/103637_en.html )
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1.3.3 SGAM and the European Market Model
The identification of requirements by means of use cases is not sufficient for coordination in
context of a complex ecosystem as is true for any larger smart grid systems. Already in context
of Intelligrid emerged the NIST interoperability model which defined on the one hand seven
“levels of interoperability” and on the other hand “different domains” to group together types of
actors/stakeholders with common functions and requirements and to categorize their
interactions. This architectural approach to coordination was appreciated also in Europe where
the European commission had requested European Standardization bodies in M/490 to come
up with a European common approach, which led to forming the collaboration of CEN5
CENELEC-ETSI forming the Smart Grid Coordination Group (SG-CG) . Among others, this
collaboration produced the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM), which has since been
6
adopted by the IEC . SGAM combines the ideas of NIST domains, interoperability levels, and
functional ‘zones’ (mapping operation levels from process to market-exchange) into a 3dimensional graphical framework. The horizontal view of domains vs. zones here corresponds
to a map where stakeholder roles and systems can be localized, and their interactions can be
expressed.
In this SGAM view, use cases have “horizontal location” and a level of ‘depth’ (the SGAM
vertical dimension of interoperability). This vertical dimension corresponds to the level and span
of technical details expressed in a use case.

1.3.4 Adoption of Use Case Methodology in ECOGRID2.0
For ECOGRID2.0 the intent is not to define new standards, but to coordinate the interfaces
required for the flexibility ecosystem. A domain map (corresponding to the SGAM horizontal
plane) was created specifically matching the EOCGRID2.0 stakeholders and systems (see also
Chapter 2 of this report).
The Use Cases were developed both at technical level (here: Use Case - UC) – for the
previously identified systems & functions, and at business/coordination level (here: Business
Use Case - BUC).

5

https://www.cencenelec.eu/standards/Sectors/SustainableEnergy/SmartGrids/Pages/default.aspx

6

SGAM Model report - ”Smart Grid Reference Architecture”
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/xpert_group1_reference_architecture.pdf
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2 Systems Overview & Business Level Use Cases
The work was initiated by illustrating the stakeholders as system actors along with the systems
(tools) that were expected to be build. The overview in Figure 1 provides a domain model,
serving as orientation of use cases with respect to stakeholder roles – serving a purpose similar
to the SGAM plane as described in Section 1. In the figure, the necessary functions are
identified based on interactions between stakeholder-systems (a.g. “Aggregator systems”). The
functions/use cases are colour-coded, identifying whether a use case does not need refinement
in WP4/5 (already specified by WP2), whether relevant for a real-world system, but out of scope
for Ecogrid2.0.
Initially, the team brainstormed the functions required from each of the systems. An outcome of
this process is illustrated in Figure 1 where each of the system functions is identified as a “use
case bubble” in the respective “system box”. The use case details were specified in two rounds
using an annotated standard use case template (based on IEC62559-2).
The formulation of Business level use cases (BCs) was initiated after the first round of technical
use cases (SGAM layer: Functions) had been identified. The BCs are aimed at harmonizing the
interactions across system functions at a high level (corresponding to SGAM layer: Business).
The five business level use cases are listed in Table 1, where also an association with the
clusters of technical use cases (see Table 2) is given.

Business
Use Case

Title

Associated
ClusterID

BC1

Contracting Flexibility Representation - between
Customer, Aggregator and BRP

CV

BC2

Flexibility trading at BRP/ TSO level

FT

BC3

Flexibility Services at DSO Level

FS

BC4

Interoperability and Control of Flexibility during
operation

FC

BC5

Metering & Service Verification

MS, V

Table 1 – Overview of Business Level Use Cases.

The detailed use cases are further discussed in Chapter 3 and are included in the appendix.
The technical use cases have been grouped into 6 clusters (Table 2), representing shared
problem domain and technicality across stakeholders and systems.
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ClusterID

Cluster Name

Cluster Ucs

CV

“Customer Point of View & Contract Establishment”

CTR02, IOP02, DER02, AGG05

“Flexibility trading & activation (TSO level)”

BRP01, BRP02, FTP01, TSO01,
CTR01

“Flexibility service – DSO level”

AGG01, FTP02, FTP03, DSO01,
DSO02

“Flexibility and control”

AGG02, AGG03, AGG04, DER01,
IOP02, MMS02

MS

“Metering & Data Storage Systems”

DSO03, DSO04, MMS01, TSO03

V

“Verification”

TSO02, DSO05

FT
FS
FC

Table 2 – Overview of Use Case Clusters.

As can be observed from the association with BCs, the cluster MS contains more
technical/information layer use cases; at a business level, metering & data storage can be
associated with several objectives.
The following subsections summarize the core aspects of the five identified BCs. The full details
are found in the Appendix, based on the IEC template. The structure of the summary sections is
simplified compared to the use case templates but aims to scope and specify similar
information.
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Figure 1 Overview of Detailed System Use Cases – interactions and association between actors, systems and use cases.

2.1 BC1 - Contracting Flexibility Representation - between Customer,
Aggregator and BRP
Affected use cases: CTR01, CTR02, DER02, IOP02, AGG04, AGG03
Affected systems: IOP, DER, AGG
Affected stakeholders: Customer, Aggregator, BRP
Main Steps:
1. Customer requests offer from aggregator
a. Customer gives permission to aggregator for requesting
i. “DER capabilities” and
ii. “Customer meter data”
2. Aggregator prepares an offer and sends to customer
a. Aggregator computes offer based on available flexibility information (capability,
flexibility model)
b. Aggregator presents offer to customer
3. Customer accepts offer and requests to sign up with new Aggregator
a. Aggregator_new requests handover from Aggregator_old
4. Aggregator contacts BRP to represent Customer
5. Contracts CTR01 and CTR02 are valid
Assumptions
•
•

DER/IOP is aware of capability level
Prior recorded Data is available from [DataHub / here: Østkraft] to feed aggregator’s
flexibility modeling

2.2 BC2 - Flexibility trading at BRP/ TSO level
Affected use cases: BRP01, BRP02, CTR01, FTP01, TSO01, AGG01
Affected systems: AGG, BRP, FTP, TSO
Affected stakeholders: TSO, Aggregator, BRP
Main Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aggregator submits flexibility bid to BRP
BRP (seller) submits flexibility offer to real-time flexibility market
(BRP/)TSO (buyer) submits flexibility request to real-time flexibility market
Flexibility market is cleared
Flexibility contracts are distributed to participants
BRP passes on flexibility request to Aggregator

Assumptions, Prerequisites & Remarks:

•

In ECOGRID2.0 mainly TSO is buyer of flexibility services; may not be a limitation of the
market concept.

2.3 BC3 - Flexibility Services at DSO Level
Affected use cases: AGG01, DSO01, DSO02, FTP02, FTP03
Affected systems: AGG, FTP, DSO
Affected stakeholders: DSO, Aggregator
Main Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aggregators register in FTP with respective grid-node IDs
DSO opens a flexibility request/market in FTP
FTP notifies related aggregators of new request
Aggregators submit bids
FTP closes and clears market
Contracts with contractIDs are distributed to winning aggregators and requesting DSO
a. Other market participants are informed about market outcome
7. During operation, flexibility services are activated, either by
a. Time-triggered (scheduled service)
b. Activation-signal (reserve service)
8. Activation is logged by FTP
Assumptions, Prerequisites & Remarks:
•
•
•

Sufficient data is logged to ensure feasibility of verification
Contract types and terms offered by DSO are feasible and interesting for aggregators.
An agreement btw. Aggregator and BRP is in place to ensure account for potential
BRP-level imbalances.

2.4 BC4 - Interoperability and Control of Flexibility during operation
Affected use cases: AGG01, AGG02, AGG03, AGG04, DER01, IOP01, MMS02
Affected systems: AGG, DER, IOP, MMS
Affected stakeholders: Customer, Aggregator
Main Steps:
1. Using IOP, the aggregator continuously
a. tracks availability of DER
b. monitors status and internal state of DER
c. models available flexibility, also basedon customer preferences
2. upon activation (time/event-based), the aggregator selects/schedules DER control signals
3. control signals sent to DER via IOP
4. confirmation of control action from DER

Assumptions, Prerequisites & Remarks:
•
•

Aggregator and DER have shared capability level
Aggregator and DER have contract

2.5 BC5 - Metering & Service Verification
Affected use cases: DSO03, DSO04, MMS01, TSO03, DSO05, TSO02, FTP02, FTP01
Affected systems: FTP, DSO, TSO, MMS
Affected stakeholders: DSO, TSO, Aggregator
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measurement systems continuously record relevant consumption and grid data
After service activation a new verification request is created, referring to a contractID
The verification component requests relevant contract details from FTP
The verification component requests relevant measurements from DataHub and/or
DSO systems
5. Verification process is performed and outcome is reported to respective stakeholder
(TSO, BRP, DSO)

Assumptions, Prerequisites & Remarks:
•

The time resolution and accuracy of the recorded data is sufficient to enable performance verification of the respective service.

3 Technical Use Cases
The technical use cases were identified based on the ecosystem structure and the
requirements outlined in the proposal.

UC-ID

Use Case Title

Associated
clusterID

AGG01

Flexibility Planning and Coordination

FS

AGG02

Flexibility Control

FC

AGG03

Flexibility Modelling

FC

AGG04

Aggr. Flexibility Interface

FC

BRP01

BRP Scheduling

FT

BRP02

BRP flexibility request

FT

CTR01

Aggregator - BRP Contractual Agreement

FT

CTR02

Aggregator - Customer Contractual Agreement

CV

DER01

DER Controllability

FC

DER02

Customer-DER Interaction

CV

DSO01

Distribution System Operation

FS

DSO02

DSO medium-term planning

FS

DSO03

DSO grid measurements

MS

DSO04

DSO data storage and billing

MS

DSO05

Distribution Service Verification

V

FTP01

Real-time Flexibility Market

FT

FTP02

Long-term Localized Flexibility Clearing

FS

FTP03

DSO services activation

FS

IOP01

Generalized DER Flexibility Interface

FC

IOP02

Customer-Aggregator Interaction

CV

MMS01 Metering

MS

MMS02 Real-time Power Measurements

FC

TSO01

Transmission System Operation

FT

TSO02

Transmission Service Verification

V

Table 3 – List of Technical Use Cases.

4 Tool list from Workshop compiled
A workshop was arranged for the WP4/5 teams to identify the actual tools to be developed in
the WP4/5 tasks. The identified tools should be associated with a heating season in which the
tool ought to be ready for field testing.
The list was drafted as a compilation of workshop results, allocating the “tools” to the respective
stakeholder/systems. Note that during the list represents a workshop output and is thus not
consolidated by the task groups.
Notation: HS-# = Tools should be ready for Heating Season # (1, 2, 3)
Aggregator:
1. Available flexibility assessment tool (HS1)
2. Offering strategy (HS2-3)
3. Activation strategy (HS2-3)
4. Customer transfer handshake (HS2)
5. New / removed equipment (HS2)
6. Preparer offer (HS3)
7. Flexibility Model for individual DERs (HS2)
8. Web portal for customer settings (used as input to Flexibility Model) (HS2)
9. Operational Flexibility Planning (HS2)
10. Flexibility Control (HS2)
11. Flexibility forecast tool (HS1)
12. Long-term forecast for bidding into the FTP
13. Short-term forecast for operational planning
14. Bid creator (HS2-3)
15. Flexibility Dispatcher (HS2-3)

Manual:
1. Advice support in changing Aggregator (HS3)

In heating season 2, some household are transferred from one aggregator to the other so the
mechanics needs to be in place there.
In heating season 3 the customers can choose aggregator.

BRP:
1. Aggregation/Disaggregation tools (HS2-3)
2. Offering strategy (HS2-3)

Flexibility Trading Platform (FTP):
1. Market-clearing software (HS1)
2.
3.
4.
5.

Event Logging (HS1)
Flexibility Dispatch (HS1-2)
Mapping Requests to Aggregator (HS2)
DSO market clearing (HS3)

TSO:
1. Flexibility needs assessment tool in terms of product type/quantity/time (HS1)

Interoperability Layer
1. DER Capabilities definition (HS2)
2. Flexibilities Capabilities / Model (HS2)
3. Initiate representation change (mitecogrid?) (HS3)
4. Offer presentation (HS3)

5. Interoperability protocol and information model (HS2)
6. DER Capabilities definition (HS2)
7. GreenWave Reality Translator (HS2)
8. Siemens Climatixic Translator (HS2)

DER:
1. GreenWave Reality Controller (HS2)
2. Siemens Climatixic Controller (HS2)

Verification Party
1. Baseline calculation: this tool will provide the baseline, which will serve as a reference
for services verification – HS2
2. DSO verification: this tool will perform the verification process (by the verification party)
for the DSO services – HS2
3. TSO verification: this tool will perform the verification process (by the verification party)
for the TSO services – HS2
DSO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Smart meter data interface (HS1)
Medium-Term load forecast – planning (HS2)
Short-Term load forecast – operations (HS3)
State Forecast – Medium-term & Short-term (HS2)
Flexibility service scenario planning (HS2)
Flexibility request generator (HS3)

COMMENTS:
For the basic implementation of the flexibility trading platform (FTP) it is necessary to have the
core market-clearing algorithm as well as a representation of the supply (aggregator/BRP) and
demand (TSO) sides of the FTP.
The remaining tools outlined under the ‘Aggregator’ and ‘BRP’ can be developed in later stages
to examine more advanced market participation strategies of these actors. For the basic FTP
implementation, it would be meaningful to assume that all available flexibility resources at the
‘Aggregator’ level are sent to the ‘BRP’, which just forwards this information to the FTP without
considering a more sophisticated bundling of these resources before offering them into the
market.

5 Conclusion
The use case formulation process went through an early level of technical detail in the use case
formulation, to later agree on the need for a higher level of coordination. In the final product, the
higher-level use cases (BCs) had a practical larger impact, though it may be argued that the
early level of detail was required to absorb the pre-conceptions of technology-oriented experts
and raise awareness of the interdependencies across tasks.
The final workshop of the use case formulation task led to the identification of the specific tools
and functions to be developed by each team in the WP4/5 tasks.
As a result, the agreed list of functions listed in Section 4 “Tool list from Workshop compiled”
here does not fully reflect the initial set of use cases, but already points at the experienced
refinement through the group-driven prioritization of work.

6 Appendix: Use Cases

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
BC01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Contracting Flexibility Representation - between Customer, Aggregator and BRP

Version management
Version management
Changes

Version
No.
0.1
0.2
1.0

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-09-23
2016-09-28
2016-10-01

1.1

2016-10-24

Kai Heussen
D. Esteban M. Bondy
D.Esteban M. Bondy –
Mads L. Petersen
Troels Lund Rasmussen

1.3

Annotation of required fields
Importing the BC1 Use Case into the template
Full description, including feedback and corrections from
Insero.
Added changes made on the WP4/5 workshop (2016-10-07)

Approval status
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)

Related business case(s)

1.4

The scope of this use case encompasses the relationship between DER owners, aggregators and BRPs at
the planning stage of contracting flexibility.
The expected objective is to have the DER owners who want to provide flexibility to acquire an aggregator
that represents them towards TSOs and DSOs. The aggregator should have an agreement with the BRP in
order to provide services to the TSO.
(x)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The DER owner requests representation from an aggregator. The aggregator prepares an offer, which the DER owner accepts. The aggregator
then contacts the corresponding BRP for TSO services in order to represent the customer. For DSO services BRP's are not involved.
Complete description
A DER owner chooses to give access to the DER-flexibility to the power system, and contacts an aggregator so it can be represented. The
aggregator then requests access to probe the DER Capabilities and access to the customer meter data on the Data Hub. Based upon this data,

the aggregator will prepare the terms and conditions for representation and send it to the customer. The customer accepts the offer by signing
up with the aggregator. In the case where the customer was previously attached to an aggregator, the new aggregator will request customer
transfer from the old aggregator. The (new) aggregator contacts the BRP of the customer in order to inform it of the new representation. As a
consequence of this procedure, the contracts CTR01 and CTR02 are established.

1.5
ID
1

1.6

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Name
Switching Aggregator

Key performance indicators
Description
Number of DER switching Aggregator

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- Assumes the existence of Data Hub (i.e. a Danish scenario)
- Assumes a setup where aggregator must inform the corresponding BRPs of new customer representation (this might not be the case for
DSO-services or in all countries)
Prerequisites
- The existence of a generic flexibility interface on the DER owner premises.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
As a consequence of this procedure, the contracts CTR01 and CTR02 are established
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Generic, regional or national relation
National
Nature of the use case
Business
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

Interoperability
Interoperability Layer
Layer

New
Aggregator

DER owner

Old
Aggregator

BRP

Initial handshake
Request representation

Request DER capabilities and meter data access

Grant Access
Grant Access
Prepare offer

Request flexibility capabilities

Request metering data

Flexibility capabilities

Metering data

Present offer
Present offer
Accept offer and
sign up
If previous
aggregator
contract exists
Request customer
transfer

Acknowledgement
and handover

Inform of customer representation
and send new balance agreement
Acknowledge representation and accept agreement

Data
hub

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Role
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator

Role

Customer
BRP
Flexibility Interoperability Layer

Role
Role
System

Data Hub (TSO)

System

Interoperability layer

System

3.2
No.

Actors
Group description
ICT System; exchanges between systems are "Messages"
Legal role or business actor
Actor description
Further information
specific to this use case
Actor who manages pools of flexibility from DER
to provide services to the grid operators.
Owner of DER who offers flexibility to the system.
Balance responsible for the customer/DER.
Flexibility layer that allows the Aggregator to
understand what are the capabilities of the DER
unit
System that collects all metering data. Managed
by the TSO.
System that unifies different setups and handles
communication between DER, Aggregator and
customer.

References
References type

Reference

Status

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

Scenario
description

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

1

Acquisition
of
flexibility
representation.

2

Change
flexibility
representation

4.1

of

The process of
the DER owner
acquiring
an
aggregator
for
being represented
in the market as a
flexibility
provider.
The process of
the DER owner
changing
aggregator.

Aggregator

Customer
requests
representation.

Customer already owns
DER
with
flexibility
interface.

The
contracts
CTR01 and CTR02
are established

(New)
Aggregator

Customer
requests
representation to a
new aggregator.

Same as in scenario 1 plus
a
pre-existing
representation
contract
with another aggregator.

New
contracts
CTR01 and CTR02
are established.

Steps – Scenarios

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
9

Initial
handshake

10

Request
representation

11

Request DER
capabilities
and
meter
data access

Scenario
Acquisition of flexibility representation.
Name of
Description of
Service
Information
process/
process/ activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Initial
The customer or
Interoperability
handshake
the
layer
/
customer
interoperability
layer initiates a
aggregator
representation
session
Representation The
x
Interoperability
request
Interoperability
layer
layer contacts the
aggregator so its
flexibility can be
represented in the
power markets.
Flexibility
The
aggregator
Aggregator
information
requests access
to the needed
retrieval
information
in
order to estimate

Information
receiver
(actor)
Interoperability
layer
/
customer

Information
exchanged
(IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

Aggregator

BC01-01a

R-1

Interoperability
layer

BC01-01b

12

Grant access

Grant access

13

Grant access

Grant access

20

Prepare
representation
offer for the
DER owner.

Contract
CTR01
formulation

21

Present offer
to
customer
with DER

Present offer

flexibility
possibilities and
create the terms
and conditions for
the
aggregator
<->
customer
relation.
Customer
gives
permission
to
aggregator
to
access
the
necessary data.
Customer
gives
permission
to
aggregator
to
access
the
necessary data.
The
aggregator
reads
the
flexibility
model/capabilities
from the DER
interface of the
DER
and
retrieves
the
relevant
information from
the Data Hub.
Based upon this
information
it
formulates
a
contract for the
DER owner.
The
aggregator
sends contract for
contracting
flexibility
from
DER

Interoperability
layer

DER Owner

BC01-01c

DER Owner

Aggregator

BC01-01c

Aggregator

Customer

BC01-02

Aggregator

Interoperability
layer

CTR02

22

Present offer
to
customer
with DER

Present offer

23

Accept
offer
and signing up

Signing up

30

Contact
the
corresponding
BRP

BRP alignment

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
9

Initial
handshake

10

Request
representation

The
aggregator
sends contract for
contracting
flexibility
from
DER
The
customer
accepts offer from
aggregator
and
signs the contract
The
aggregator
contacts the BRP
in order to inform
it of the new
CTR01 contract,
and in order to
establish
the
CTR02 contract
with the BRP.

Change of flexibility representation
Name of
Description of
process/
process/ activity
activity
Initial
The customer or
handshake
the
interoperability
layer initiates a
aggregator
representation
session
Representation The
request
Interoperability
layer contacts the
aggregator so its
flexibility can be
represented in the
power markets.

Interoperability
layer

Customer

CTR02

Customer

Aggregator

CTR02

Aggregator

BRP

BC01-03

R-2

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
Interoperability
layer
/
customer

Information
receiver
(actor)
Interoperability
layer
/
customer

Information
exchanged
(IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

x

Interoperability
layer

Aggregator

BC01-01a

R-1

11

Request DER
capabilities
and
meter
data access

Flexibility
information
retrieval

12

Grant access

Grant access

13

Grant access

Grant access

20

Prepare
representation
offer for the
DER owner.

Contract
CTR01
formulation

The
aggregator
requests access
to the needed
information
in
order to estimate
flexibility
possibilities and
create the terms
and conditions for
the
aggregator
<->
customer
relation.
Customer
gives
permission
to
aggregator
to
access
the
necessary data.
Customer
gives
permission
to
aggregator
to
access
the
necessary data.
The
aggregator
reads
the
flexibility
model/capabilities
from the DER
interface of the
DER
and
retrieves
the
relevant
information from
the Data Hub.
Based upon this
information
it
formulates
a
contract for the
DER owner.

Aggregator

Interoperability
layer

BC01-01b

Interoperability
layer

DER Owner

BC01-01c

DER Owner

Aggregator

BC01-01c

Aggregator

Customer

BC01-02

21

Present offer
to
customer
with DER

Present offer

22

Present offer
to
customer
with DER

Present offer

23

Accept
offer
and signing up

Signing up

25

Customer
transfer
between
aggregators

Aggregator
change

30

Contact
the
corresponding
BRP

BRP alignment

The
aggregator
sends contract for
contracting
flexibility
from
DER
The
aggregator
sends contract for
contracting
flexibility
from
DER
The
customer
accepts offer from
aggregator
and
signs the contract
In the case a
previous CTR01
exists, the new
aggregator must
contact
the
old/previous
aggregator
and
request
the
transfer of the
customer
representation.
The
aggregator
contacts the BRP
in order to inform
it of the new
CTR01 contract,
and in order to
establish
the
CTR02 contract
with the BRP.

Aggregator

Interoperability
layer

CTR02

Interoperability
layer

Customer

CTR02

Customer

Aggregator

CTR02

New
Aggregator

Old Aggregator

BC01-02b

Aggregator

BRP

BC01-03

R-2

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
BC01-01a
BC01-01b
BC01-01c
BC01-02
BC01-02b

BC01-03

6

Name of
information
exchanged
Representation
request
Information
access request
Grant Access
Present CTR01
Request
customer
transfer
CTR02
establishment

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements IDs

A query for establishing the CTR01 contract

R-1

A query for permitting access to personal data of the DER
owner.
A request confirmation from the DER owner.
The CTR01 contract that the customer must accept
Customer transfer query

The proposal for CTR02.

R-2

Requirements (optional)
Requirements (optional)
Category description

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID
R-1
R-2

Requirement name
Existing Flexibility interface
BRP
–
Aggregator
alignment need

7

Requirement description
The customer must have a DER with a flexibility interface.
The aggregator must inform the BRP of the new CTR01 contract. This is specific
to the Danish system.

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

Definition

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
BC02

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Flexibility trading at BRP/ TSO level

Version management
Version management
Changes

Version
No.
0.1

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-09-28

0.2

2016-10-06

0.3

2016-10-18

Stefanos Delikaraoglou,
Jalal Kazempour
Stefanos Delikaraoglou,
Jalal
Kazempour,
Kai
Heussen, Haris Ziras
Stefanos Delikaraoglou

1.3

Approval status

Annotation of required fields

draft

Comments on the initial version

draft

Feedback after workshop

draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)

The flexibility market facilitates flexibility trading between BRP (seller) and TSO (buyer). Aggregator's
flexibility is represented in the flexibility market via a BRP.
The goal is to lower TSO costs by providing flexibility from distributed resources. At the same time, BRP
receives the highest value for the provided flexibility.

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The TSO may need operational flexibility due to renewables forecast error and/or forced outages, while must ensure its network is adequate to
transfer the power contracted by electricity market participants. When flexibility is needed, the TSO submits a "flexibility bid" to the real-time
flexibility market (FTP). The BRPs who have the resources specified in the flexibility request, offer their resources to the market, at a given
price. The flexibility market (FTP) clears, satisfying demand at the lowest possible price. The winning BRPs are notified, and flexibility is
delivered, either on a fixed schedule, or as reserve service for activation when the TSO sends a trigger signal.

Complete description
x

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID
1

Name
Market Clearing Time

2

Market Clearing accuracy

1.6

Key performance indicators
Description
The time between closing the market for new bids
until the market clearing results are available to all
parties.
The difference between a theoretically optimal
clearing result and the achieved market clearing
outcome (TBD. Definition of optimal benchmark)

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- Sufficient data is collected to ensure the feasibility of verification.
- The flexibility requests are feasible and interesting (profitable) for BRP.
- Strong authentication and encryption protocols are implemented to protect the integrity and confidentiality of market participants.
Prerequisites
- The BRP and aggregator have a contract to require a BRP to forward an Aggregator's flexibility offer and to handle imbalances at the
BRP-level caused by TSO-flexibility activation

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
BRP01, CTR01, FTP01, TSO01, AGG01
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
x
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Business

Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
(Message) Sequence Diagram

PlantUML code:
@startuml
Aggregator -> BRP : Flexibility Offer
BRP -> BRP : Flexibility Aggregation
BRP -> FTP : Aggregated Flexibility Offer
TSO -> FTP : Flexibility Bid
FTP -> FTP : Market Clearing
FTP -> TSO : Accepted Bids
FTP -> BRP : Accepted Offers
BRP -> BRP : Flexibility Disaggregation
BRP -> Aggregator : Flexibility Request
@enduml

PlantUML code:
@startuml
TSO -> Flexibility_Market : Flexibility Activation
Flexibility_Market -> BRP : Flexibility Activation
BRP -> Aggregator: Flexibility Activation
Aggregator -> BRP: Acknowledgement
BRP -> Flexibility_Market: Acknowledgement
Flexibility_Market -> TSO: Acknowledgement
@enduml

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Role
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator

Role

BRP

Role

Actors
Group description
ICT System; exchanges between systems are "Messages"
Legal role or business actor
Actor description
Further information
specific to this use case
Assess flexibility capabilities, submits flexibility
offers and responds to flexibility request of the
BRP
Aggregates AGG flexibility offers and prepares
offers to FTP. Disaggregates accepted offers and
sends flexibility requests to AGG

TSO

Role

Flexibility Market (FTP)

System

3.2
No.
x

Finds problems in its network that flexibility can
potentially solve. Activates the resources if
needed.
Accepts flexibility requests, and offers and finds
the optimal result that minimizes costs

References
References type

Reference

Status

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

1

Request Flexibility
Activate Flexibility
Reserve

4.1

In
case
of
contracted
flexibility reserves,
activation

Scenario conditions
Primary actor Triggering event
Aggregator
TSO

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

TSO

Steps – Scenarios

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
10

Scenario
description

References
Impact on use case

Scenario
Flexibility trading in the transmission system level
Name of
Description of
Service
Information
process/
process/
producer
activity
activity
(actor)
AGG prepare AGG assess the
AGG
to
submit flexibility
flexibility offers capabilities and
based on their
offering strategy

Information
receiver
(actor)
BRP

Information
exchanged
(IDs)
Contracts

Requirements
R-ID
-

submit their offer
to BRP
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

BRP
aggregates
flexibility offers
BRP
submits
aggregated
flexibility offer
to FTP

TSO requests
flexibility
services
submits
flexibility bids
FTP
marketclearing

FTP
announces
marketclearing results
BRP Flexibility
disaggregation

AGG flexibility
request

Based on the
submitted AGG
offers and their
offering strategy
BRP
submits
flexibility offer to
FTP
Based
on
its
flexibility needs
TSO
submits
flexibility bids to
FTP
Based
on
submitted
flexibility offers
and bids FTP
market is cleared

Based on the
accepted
flexibility offers
and its activation
strategy
BRP
disaggregates
flexibility to AGG
Disaggregated
flexibility
requests of the
BRP
are

Load
Increase or
Reduction,

BRP

BRP

BRP

FTP

I30

TSO

FTP

I40

FTP

FTP

FTP

BRP, TSO

BRP

BRP

BRP

AGG

I60

communicated to
AGG

Scenario
Scenario
name :
Step
Event
No.
10

20

30

40

50

60

Activate Flexibility
Name of
process/ activity
TSO
Activates
Flexibility

Flexibility Market
forwards
activation signal
to BRP
BRP
forwards
activation signal
to AGG
AGG
acknowledges
activation
BRP
acknowledges
activation
Flexibility Market
forwards
acknowledgement
to TSO

Description of
process/
activity
Flexibility
deployment
to
contain system
imbalances

The TSO can
rest assured that
their contracted
flexibility
is
doing its job.

Service

Load
Increase or
Reduction

Information
producer
(actor)
TSO

Information
receiver
(actor)
Flexibility
Market

Information
exchanged
(IDs)
RequestID
Service volume
(size of flexibility
activation)

Flexibility
Market

BRP

BRP

AGG

AGG

BRP

BRP

Flexibility
Market

Flexibility
Market

TSO

Requirements
R-ID
-

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
I30
I40
I60

6

Name of
information
exchanged
Flexibility
offer
Flexibility
Bid
Winning
offer

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

RequestID, Size of flexibility activation, price.
The content depends on the type, and the time period when it
must be delivered. The Request gets a unique ID
RequestID and Offer ID

Requests (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

Definition

Requirements IDs

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
BC03

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Flexibility Services at DSO Level

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-09-23
2016-09-27
2016-09-29
2016-10-11
2016-10-24

Kai Heussen
Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
Annotation of required fields
Initial Content
Got some comments already
Feedback after workshop
Align with BC05 (Verification)

Approval status
draft
draft
draft
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)

The flexibility market facilitates trades of system services between aggregators and DSOs. The DSO
demands flexibility, the aggregators supply it.
The goal of this use case is to lower DSO costs by deferring investment. At the same time, the aggregators
receive the highest value for the flexibility they have on offer.

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The DSO must always ensure their network is adequate to supply the energy demanded by customers. When network planners discover an
unacceptable risk of overloading some location in their network, they submit a "flexibility request" to the flexibility trading platform (FTP). The
aggregators who have resources located within the area specified in the flexibility request, offer their resources to the market, at a given price.
The FTP clears the market, satisfying demand at the lowest possible price. The winning aggregators are notified and all are paid the same
clearing price. Flexibility is delivered, either on a fixed schedule, or when the DSO sends a trigger signal.
Complete description

At regular intervals, the DSO evaluates if their e.g. 10 kV feeders are adequate for present and future load. Increasing PV production and heat
pump consumption must be accounted for as Denmark transitions to a low-carbon energy system. In general, most of the network is lightly
loaded, but bottlenecks may appear in fault scenarios. The DSO could always continue to do what they do now: reinforce their network with
more, thicker cables, new substations, or better voltage regulation hardware, but pure supply-side interventions may not be the least expensive
option. Demand-side resources can also be harnessed to meet the needs of network planners, if the resources are available where and when
they are needed in sufficient quantities, and at an affordable price. Because demand-side resources do not require new investment, they are
given first priority when searching for the least expensive method to fulfil network constraints.
Flexibility needs are determined by the DSO using time series simulations involving demand response, and rebound, during critical time periods.
When the demanded flexibility is identified, it is submitted to the FTP. The FTP notifies potential flexibility suppliers of the flexibility request, and
the participating aggregators prepare offers to satisfy the flexibility request. This offer will have to be coordinated with the aggregators BRP, so
that they account for the opportunity cost of offering the DSO flexibility (compared to the value the same resources have on the TSO's real-time
flexibility market), and the potential cost of introducing unbalances at the BRP. The FTP tries to match the supply and demand of flexibility in an
optimal manner, and notifies all parties of the market clearing result. If several offers are used to complete a flexibility request, they all receive
the clearing price.
Flexibility may be activated on a regular schedule (i.e. during winter evening peak times) or it may be activated on short-notice by a signal from
the DSO (i.e. when there is a fault in the network). The activation signal is sent from the DSO to the FTP, and from the FTP to the aggregator
(and from the aggregator on to the BRP and to the load itself). An acknowledgement signal is sent back to confirm that the activation signal was
received and acted upon.
Some flexibility products specify a change in consumption relative at a pre-determined baseline. This baseline is created by the Verification
Party. The baseline is calculated after the flexibility request is available, and before the aggregator prepares their offer.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID
1

Name
Market Clearing Time

2

Activation signal latency

1.6

Key performance indicators
Description
The time between closing the market for new bids
until the market clearing results are available to all
parties.
The time between the DSO sends a flexibility
activation signal, and when they receive
acknowledgement. This will quantify how 'realtime' the service delivery is.

Use case conditions
Use case conditions

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Assumptions
- Sufficient data is collected to ensure the feasibility of verification (BC05).
- The flexibility requests are feasible and interesting (profitable) for the aggregators.
- Strong authentication and encryption protocols are implemented to protect the integrity and confidentiality of market participants.
- The Verification Party can create a baseline that is acceptable to the aggregator. It is important that the VP neither over- nor
underestimate the consumption in the absence of flexibility service delivery.
Prerequisites
- The BRP and aggregator have a contract to handle imbalances at the BRP-level caused by DSO-flexibility activation

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
AGG01; DSO01; DSO02; FTP02; FTP03
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
HS2 (?)
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Business
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram
PlantUML code:

@startuml
participant BRP
participant VP
Aggregator -> FTP : Registration(nodeIDs)
DSO -> FTP : Flexibility Request(type, nodeIDs, etc.)
FTP -> Aggregator : New Flexibility Request(RequestID)
BRP -> Aggregator : Expected cost of imbalance
Aggregator -> VP : Units for baseline
VP -> Aggregator : Baseline
Aggregator -> FTP : Flexibility offer(RequestID, quantity, price)
FTP -> FTP : Market Clearing, Contract creation
FTP -> DSO: Winning offers(ContractID)
FTP -> Aggregator: Winning offers(ContractID)
group Optional
Aggregator -> BRP: Winning offer(ContractID)
end
@enduml

PlantUML code:
@startuml
DSO -> FTP : Flexibility Activation (ContractID)
FTP -> Aggregator : Flexibility Activation(ContractID)
Aggregator -> BRP : Flexibility Activation(ContractID)
Aggregator -> Aggregator: Deliver flexibility
Aggregator --> FTP : Acknowledgement(ContractID)
FTP --> DSO: Acknowledgement(ContractID)

@enduml

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Role
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator (AGG)
BRP
DSO

Role
Role
Role

Actors
Group description
ICT System; exchanges between systems are "Messages"
Legal role or business actor
Actor description
Further information
specific to this use case

Finds problems in their net that flexibility can
potentially solve. Activates the resources is

Flexibility
Trading
Platform
(FTP)
Flexibility Dispatching Platform

System

Flexibility control

System

Verification Party (VP)

System

needed.
Accepts flexibility requests, and offers and finds
the optimal result that minimizes costs
Receives flexibility activation signal from DSO,
and forwards it to the Aggregator.
The system at the Aggregator that performs the
resource activation.
Creates
baseline
for
Aggergator
(actual
verification is described in BC05)

System

3.2

References

No.
x

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

1

Request Flexibility
Activate Flexibility

4.1

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event
FTP
DSO

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

DSO

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
10

Request Flexibility
Name of
Description of
process/
process/
activity
activity
AGG registers The
AGG
to bid
registers with the
FTP where their
flexibility
resources
are

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)
I10

Requirements
R-ID

20

DSO requests
flexibility

30

FTP
notifies
relevant AGGs

40

BRP
informs
the AGG the
cost of causing
an imbalance
AGG
selects
units
for
baseline
creation

42

45

Baseline
creation

located,
and
establishes
measurements
for verification.
The DSO finds
an area that can
benefit
from
flexibility
services

Load
Increase or
Reduction,
Power
Limit,
Voltage
Control

DSO

FTP

I20

The
flexibility
request
is
forwarded to the
AGGs.
This
required
a
lookup table to
map NodeIDs to
AGGs
The
AGG
prepares an offer
of flexibility.

FTP

AGG

AGG

BRP

I40

The AGG needs
to pick the units
that
will
participate in the
delivering
the
requested
flexibility, so that
the
VP
can
create a baseline
for
the
given
units.
VP creates a
baseline for the
AGG
for
the
portfolio
of

AGG

VP

I42

VP

AGG

I45

resources
relevant to the
given
flexibility
request.
50
60
70

80

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
10

20

25

AGG submits
bid
FTP optimizes
offers to fit bid
FTP distributes
results
of
optimization
OPTIONAL:
AGG
informs
BRP
of
clearing result

AGG

I50

FTP

AGG, DSO

I70

AGG

BRP

I70

FTP

The BRP must
account for the
winning or loss
of a bid in their
future dispatch,
especially
if
activation
is
scheduled.

Activate Flexibility
Name of
Description of
process/ activity process/
activity
DSO
Activates Perhaps a line
Flexibility
failed, and the
DSO is in an N-1
situation.

FTP
forwards
activation signal
in AGG
AGG
informs

FTP

The

BRP

may

Service

Load
Increase or
Reduction,
Power
Limit,
Voltage
Control

Information
producer
(actor)
DSO

Information
receiver
(actor)
FTP

FTP

AGG

AGG

BRP

Information
exchanged
(IDs)
ContractID

ContractID

Requirements
R-ID
-

BRP
about
service activation

30

AGG
acknowledges
activation
FTP
forwards
acknowledgement
to DSO

40

5

Name of
information
exchanged
NodeIDs
Flexibility
Request

I40

Imbalance
cost
Flexibility
Portfolio
Baseline

I45
I50
I70

The DSO can
rest assured that
their contracted
flexibility
is
doing its job.

AGG

FTP

ContractID

FTP

DSO

ContractID

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
I10
I20

I42

need to
take
remedial actions
to
rebalance
their portfolio

Flexibility
offer
Winning
offer

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Location of the flexible assets.
The content depends on the type, but in all cases it will contain
the nodeIDs of where the service shall be delivered, and the
time period when it must be delivered. The Request gets a
unique ID
The value of flexibility depends on the costs of causing an
imbalance at the BRP.
The units that an AGG plans to utilize to deliver a given flexibility
request.
Timeseries over the relevant time interval of active power
consumption of the given portfolio.
RequestID, Size of flexibility, price.
ContractID

Requirements IDs

-

6

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
BC04

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Interoperability and Control of Flexibility during operation

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-09-23
2016-10-17

Troels Brødsgaard
Troels Brødsgaard

0.3

2016-10-26

Troels Brødsgaard

1.3

Version management
Changes
Annotation of required fields
Integrated feedback from use case workshop, changed 1.4
and 2 (Aggregator control loop)
Integrate comments from Haris and Jasmin, changed 1.5, 2,
3.1. Added two new sequence diagrams and described
scenarios in 4.1.

Approval status
draft
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)

Related business case(s)

1.4

The scope of this business case is the aggregator system and its operational interaction with DERs through
the Flexibility Interoperability Platform.
Allow the aggregators to model the flexibility of its DERs and plan an operational schedule in accordance
with winning bids and activations. Optimize the operational schedule and resulting DER control signals to
attain near-perfect delivery. Define principle of controllability in terms of local intelligence and capability
levels.
(x)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
In order to control a portfolio of DERs, an aggregator must be able to forecast and activate flexibility from all its individual DERs. In order to
forecast flexibility, the aggregator must have a parameterized model of flexibility for each DER, based on DER capabilities, current state of the
DER, customer settings and historical data about prior performance and environmental conditions.

The aggregator will have a long-term plan for activations, based on trading on the DSO locational market, which clears days to months prior to
activation. 24 hours prior to operation, the long-term plan is turned into an operational schedule. The operational schedule describes when and
how to activate DERs, and must continually be re-evaluated to account for flexibility requests from BRPs and activation of conditional services.
The aggregator will use its operational schedule to determine when and which control signals should be sent to the DERs. The control signals
are encoded as messages in a to-be-specified standardized protocol, and are then sent to the DERs through the Flexibility Interoperability
Platform. The Flexibility Interoperability Platform translates these messages into device specific commands.
All messages and measurements from the DERs, communication failures and changes in customer settings will be used as input to the model in
order to update the short-term flexibility forecast and state estimation for each DER. If the forecast has changed, the aggregator will again reevaluate its operational schedule.
Depending on the DERs capability level, it may be able to act on a local schedule that has been sent to it by the aggregator in advance. In this
case, the aggregator must still update the local schedule of the DER if required, as the aggregator is the final responsible party in control
communications.
Complete description
x

1.5
ID
1
2

3

1.6

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Name
Flexibility
Identification
Accuracy
Portfolio
robustness
against uncertainty
Delivery Performance

Key performance indicators
Description
The accuracy of the models identification of
flexibility.
The ability of the aggregator to utilize its portfolio
to secure the aggregators ability to deliver, even
in the case of failure of individual DERs.
How closely the performance of the aggregated
portfolio matches perfect delivery.

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- DER is remotely controllable
- DER interface can be mapped to standardized flexibility protocol
Prerequisites
- Aggregator has contracts with end customers
- DERs of end-customers are registered with the aggregator. Registration includes sharing of capability levels.

-

1.7

The aggregator has a model of the individual DERs flexibility that is accurate enough to include the DER in its portfolio. The model may
either be based on historical data about prior performance and environmental conditions, or it can be based on a profiling test.

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
AGG01, AGG02, AGG03, AGG04, DER01, IOP01, MMS02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
HS2
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Business
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

(X) - 1) Use Case Diagram
X - 2) (Message) Sequence Diagram
@startuml
title Aggregator control loop
participant "Flexibility Control"
participant "Operational Flexibility Planning"
participant "Flexibility Interoperability Platform"
loop while aggregator has contract regarding DER
alt Given activation (either time- or event-based)
"Flexibility Control" -> "Flexibility Interoperability Platform" : send DER control signal

"Flexibility Control" <- "Flexibility Interoperability Platform" : DER response
note right
The DER response may either
be a success or failure,
depending on local overrides,
or there could be no response,
in the case of network errors.
Either way, the operational schedule
must be updated.
end note
"Flexibility Control" -> "Operational Flexibility Planning" : DER response
ref over "Operational Flexibility Planning" : Update operational schedule
"Flexibility Control" <- "Operational Flexibility Planning" : updated operational schedule
end
end
@enduml

@startuml
title Update operational schedule due to external signal
"External system" -> "Operational Flexibility Planning" : Signal possibly affecting the schedule
note left
This could be a signal from the DER

(measurements, local overrides,
state changes), activation of
conditional service, updated
weather forecasts, changes to
customer settings, changes from
the aggregators mid- or long-term
planning systems (which are currently
unspecified), etc.
end note
ref over "Operational Flexibility Planning" : Update operational schedule
alt if schedule changed
"Flexibility Control" <- "Operational Flexibility Planning" : updated operational schedule
end
@enduml

@startuml
title Update operational schedule
"Operational Flexibility Planning" -> "Flexibility Model" : provide model with new input
"Operational Flexibility Planning" <- "Flexibility Model" : new forecast and state estimate
"Operational Flexibility Planning" -> "Operational Flexibility Planning" : update operational schedule
@enduml

@startuml
title DER control
"Flexibility Interoperability Platform" -> DER : device-specific control signal
DER -> DER : evaluate control signal\nagainst current state of DER
alt Control signal OK
DER -> DER : update state with control signal
note right
This may apply control directly or
update an internal schedule for
future control
end note
DER -> "Flexibility Interoperability Platform" : control signal applied
else Control signal violates safety constraints
DER -> "Flexibility Interoperability Platform" : refuse control signal
end
@enduml

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Role

Actors
Group description
ICT System; exchanges between systems are "Messages"
Legal role or business actor

Actor name

Actor type

Actor description

Further information
specific to this use case

Aggregator

Role

Customer

Role

BRP

Role

Has a contract with end-customers owning a
DER. Aggregates DERs into a portfolio and
makes the flexibility of the portfolio available on
the markets. Translates results of trading into an
operational schedule for its portfolio and
continuously ensures that the DERs are
controlled to deliver best possible performance.
Owns a DER and has a contract with an
aggregator. The aggregator controls the DER, but
the customer may be able to change product
settings which impose additional constraints on
the aggregators ability to exploit flexibility.
Forwards activation signals from the rea-time
flexibility market to the aggregator.

TSO
DSO

Role
Role

Verification Service Provider
Flexibility
Interoperability
Platform

Role
System

Flexibility Trading Platform
DER control

System
System

DSO SCADA system

System

Performs activations of conditional
bought on the DSO locational market.

services

Translates
messages
from
the
standard
messaging protocol to device-specific control
signals.
Acts on device-specific control signals to modify
current consumption/production. May have some
local intelligence, and will at least be able to
perform local overrides to enforce safety
constraints.

…

3.2

References

No.
x

References type

Reference

Status

References
Impact on use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

1

Aggregator control
loop

2

Update operational
schedule due to
external signal

3

Update operational
schedule

Scenario
description
The
aggregator
runs one control
loop per DER in
its portfolio. The
loop
sends
signals specified
in the operational
schedule
and
relays responses
back
to
Operational
Flexibility
Planning
The
operational
schedule must be
continuously
updated
in
response to data
from
a
wide
variety
of
sources.
These
interesting
sources
are
external
from
Operational
Flexibility
Planning,
but
could be internal
to the aggregator.
Upon receiving a
signal with new
data, Operational

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Aggregator

DER is entered into
the
aggregators
portfolio.

The
aggregator
has
profiled the DER and tuned
the model.

Aggregator

Any event that could
change the schedule
(a signal from the
DER (measurements,
local overrides, state
changes), activation
of conditional service,
updated
weather
forecasts, changes to
customer
settings,
changes
from
the
aggregators mid- or
planning
long-term
systems (which are
currently unspecified),
etc.)
Any
signal
(from
Flexibility Control or
external systems)

Data from the interesting
sources must be routed to
Operational
Flexibility
Planning.

Any update to the
operational schedule
is
propagated
to
Flexibility Control.

Operational
Flexibility
Planning must know how to
update
its
operational

The
operational
schedule is updated
if required.

Aggregator

4

4.1

Flexibility
Planning
must
provide the signal
to some kind of
model, which can
do
state
estimation
and
forecasting for the
DER.
The DER receives
signals from the
aggregator
through
the
Flexibility
Interoperability
Platform.
The
DER
must
evaluate
the
signal against its
constraints,
and
effectuate
the
control signal if
possible.

DER control

schedule to account for the
new data.

DER

A control signal from
the aggregator.

The
DER’s
constraints must not
be violated.

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
X

5

x

Name of
process/
activity
x

Description of
process/
activity

Service

x

Information
producer
(actor)
x

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

x

x

-

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged

Name of
information

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements IDs

ID
(x)

6

exchanged
x

X

-

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
BC05

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Metering & Service Verification

Version management
Version management
Changes

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-09-23
2016-09-30

0.3

2016-10-05

Kai Heussen
D. Esteban M. Bondy
Haris Ziras
Haris Ziras

0.4

2016-10-18

Haris Ziras and Koen Kok

0.5

2016-10-24

Philip Douglass

1.3

Approval status

Annotation of required fields
Importing the BC5 Use Case into the template

Draft
Draft

Added Metering, changed format and updated sequence
diagrams
Update sequence diagrams, steps, exchanged information
and narrative
Cleaned up a few typos

Draft
Draft
Draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)

Metering and Service Verification covers all aspects related to measurements and metering, which are
related to the verification of the offered services by the service providers.
To provide reliable and accurate verification of services delivery to the interested stakeholders and
perform/handle metering from the DER to the DataHub.

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The verification of a service delivery is initiated by the Flexibility Trading platform (FTP) and carried out by the Verification Party. This party
collects all relevant data for the verification: service and activation data from the FTP, metering data from the DataHub and baseline information
either from the TSO (for TSO services) or from its own databases (for DSO services). Next, the verification party proceeds with the verification

process. The outcome of the verification process is communicated to the BRP and the TSO in the case of system-wide services (TSO services).
In the case of localized services outcome is communicated to the AGG and the DSO. Finally, settlement is carried out among the affected
parties.
Complete description
Measurement and metering systems continuously record relevant data. The DSO collects this data and processes and validates it to get a
complete and reliable set and passes it on to the EcoGrid 2.0 DataHub. The EcoGrid 2.0 DataHub is an in-project version of the real DK
DataHub as the metering data stored has a 15-minutes resolution as opposed to the hourly resolution of the real DK DataHub.
The Use case contains two verification processes: one for TSO services and one for DSO services. In both verification processes, a verification
session is initiated by the Flexibility Trading Platform three days after the delivery time of a traded service. A new verification request is created,
and passed with the relevant contract and activation data to the Verification Party. This party collects all relevant data for the verification, i.e.
metering data from DataHub and baseline information associated with the service. If the service is not localized (TSO services), the baseline is
the operational schedule of the BRP as notified to the TSO prior market gate closure. This info is requested from the TSO. If the services is a
localised (DSO) service, the baseline has previously been created by the verification party itself. Therefore it is retrieved by the Verification Party
from its own database. The verification process is performed and the outcome is reported back to the Trading Platform, who passes this info to
the respective stakeholders: the TSO and BRP in case of a TSO service, and the DSO and Aggregator in case of a DSO service. These
stakeholders settle the transaction financially according to the verification outcome and both confirm the closure of the transaction to the Trading
Platform. In case of the verification of a TSO service, the BRP passes the Verification outcome to the relevant Aggregators and settles the
financials with them.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- The time resolution and accuracy of the recorded data is sufficient to enable performance verification of the respective service.
- The metering data is accurate, secure and readily available to the interested stakeholders.
Prerequisites
- The BRP and aggregator have a contract to handle imbalances at the BRP-level caused by DSO-flexibility activation
- Metering is performed according to the standards; data is stored in DataHub and is available to the interested stakeholders.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases

DSO03, MMS01, TSO03, DSO05, TSO02, FTP02, FTP01
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
HS2 (?)
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Business
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

Scenario "Metering"

@startuml
title Metering
"DER" -> "DER" : Metering stored
"DSO" -> "DER" : Request data [every 6h]
"DSO" <- "DER" : Send data [5min resolution]
"DSO" -> "DSO" : Data concentration \nand alignment [every 12h]
"DSO" -> "DSO" : Data validation
"DSO" -> "DSO" : Data resolution change [to 15min]
"Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub" <- "DSO" : Send data
@enduml

Scenario "DSO services verification"

@startuml
title DSO services verification
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Initiate verification session
"Verification Party" <- "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Request service verification and supply \nservice and activation details
"Verification Party" <- "Verification Party" : Retrieve baseline

"Verification Party" -> "Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub" : Request metering data
"Verification Party" <- "Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub" : Send metering data
"Verification Party" <- "Verification Party" : Verification
"Verification Party" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Verification outcome
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "DSO" : Verification outcome
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "Aggregator" : Verification outcome
"DSO" <-> "DSO" : Settlement \ncalculation
"DSO" <-> "Aggregator" : Settlement
"DSO" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Closure confirmation
"Aggregator" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Closure confirmation
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : End session
@enduml
Scenario "TSO services verification"

@startuml

title TSO services verification
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Initiate Verification Session
"Verification Party" <- "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Request Service Verification\n and supply service details
"TSO" <- "Verification Party" : Request relevant \noperational data
"TSO" -> "Verification Party" : Send \noperational data
"Verification Party" -> "Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub" : Request metering data
"Verification Party" <- "Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub" : Send Metering data
"Verification Party" <- "Verification Party" : Verification
"Verification Party" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Verification Outcome
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "TSO" : Verification Outcome
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "BRP" : Verification Outcome
"TSO" <-> "TSO" : Settlement \ncalculation
"TSO" <-> "BRP" : Settlement
"TSO" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Closure confirmation
"BRP" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : Closure confirmation
"Flexibility Trading Platform" -> "Flexibility Trading Platform" : End Session
"BRP" -> "Aggregator" : Verification Outcome
"BRP" <-> "Aggregator" : Settlement
@enduml

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Role
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator

Role

TSO

Role

BRP

Role

Actors
Group description
ICT System; exchanges between systems are "Messages"
Legal role or business actor
Actor description
Further information
specific to this use case
Controls the aggregation which provides the
services to the markets
Acts as the buyer of system-wide services
offered by the AGG and initiates the verification
process. Also provides the verification party with
relevant data.
BRP with whom the AGG has a contractual
agreement.

DSO

Role

DER
Verification party

Role

Metering system

System

Verification system

System

Flexibility Trading Platform

System

TSO Systems

System

Acts as the buyer of flexibility services to the
distribution grid by the AGG and initiates the
verification process
The DER which provides flexibility services
Entity responsible for conducting the verification
process
Metering system (currently records 15-min
averaged energy consumption)
Carries out the verification of localized and
system-wide services.
Platform where services are traded; includes both
localized and system-wide services.
Covers the metering data storage and ensures
availability to the interested shareholders.

3.2

References

No.

References
type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

Refer
ence

Status

Impact on
use case

References
Originator / organisation

Link

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

DSO
Services
Verification

Verification
Party

DSO

Contracted service
time has passed

end

2

TSO
Services
Verification

Verification
Party

TSO

Contracted service
time has passed

end

3

Metering

DataHub

No.

Scenario name

1

Scenario
description

Post-condition
Verification outcome
settled among the
participants
Verification outcome
settled among the
participants

4.1

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

DSO Services Verification
Name of
Description of
process/
process/ activity
activity
Initiation
of FTP
starts
the
verification
verification
session
session
for a specific service
Service
FTP
requests
the
verification
verification
of
a
from
the
request
and service
supply
of verification party and
service details
supplies the service
details
Baseline
The verification party
retrieval
retrieves the baseline
corresponding to the
service
Metering data The verification party
request
requests
relevant
metering data
Metering data The verification party
sharing
receives
relevant
metering data from
Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub
Service
The service is verified
verification
using all the relevant
data
Verification
The verification party
outcome
to sends the verification
FTP
outcome to the FTP
Verification
FTP
sends
the

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
FTP

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

FTP

Verification
party

IA20

Verification
party

Verification
party

Ecogrid
DataHub

2.0

IA40

Ecogrid 2.0
DataHub

Verification
party

IA50

Verification
party

FTP

IA70

FTP

DSO

IA70

Verification
party

Requirements
R-ID

90

100

outcome
DSO
Verification
outcome
aggregator
Settlement
calculation

to

to

110

Settlement

120

DSO
closure
confirmation

130

Aggregator
closure
confirmation

140

End of session

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
10

20

verification outcome
to the DSO
FTP
sends
the
verification outcome
to the aggregator
The DSO proceeds
with the settlement
calculation
Settlement is carried
out between the DSO
and the aggregator
The DSO sends a
closure confirmation
to the FTP so that the
session can end
The AGG sends a
closure confirmation
to the FTP so that the
session can end
FTP ends the session
once
both
confirmations
are
received

TSO Services Verification
Name of
Description of
process/
process/ activity
activity
Initiation
of FTP
starts
the
verification
verification
session
session
for a specific service
Service
FTP
requests
the
verification
verification
of
a
request
and service
from
the
supply
of verification party and

FTP

AGG

IA70

DSO

DSO

AGG

DSO

FTP

IA120

AGG

FTP

IA120

Information
producer
(actor)
FTP

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

FTP

Verification
party

IA20

FTP

Service

Requirements
R-ID

service details
30

Request
relevant
operational
data

40

Sharing
of
operational
data
Metering data
request

50

60

Metering
sharing

70

Service
verification

80

Verification
outcome
FTP
Verification
outcome
TSO
Verification
outcome
BRP
Settlement
calculation

90

100

110

of

data

to

to

to

120

Settlement

130

TSO
closure
confirmation

supplies the service
details
The verification party
requests operational
data,
which
is
required
for
verification, from the
TSO
The TSO sends the
operational data to
the verification party
The verification party
requests
relevant
metering data
The verification party
receives
relevant
metering data from
Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub
The service is verified
using all the relevant
data
The verification party
sends the verification
outcome to the FTP
FTP
sends
the
verification outcome
to the TSO
FTP
sends
the
verification outcome
to the BRP
The TSO proceeds
with the settlement
calculation
Settlement is carried
out between the TSO
and the BRP
The TSO sends a
closure confirmation

Verification
party

TSO

IB30

TSO

Verification
party

IB40

Verification
party

Ecogrid
DataHub

Ecogrid 2.0
DataHub

Verification
party

IA50

Verification
party

FTP

IA70

FTP

TSO

IA70

FTP

BRP

IA70

2.0

IA40

Verification
party

TSO

TSO

BRP

TSO

FTP

IA120

140

BRP
closure
confirmation

150

End of session

160

Verification
outcome
aggregator
Settlement

170

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
10

to

Metering
Name of
process/
activity
Metering
storage

20

Data
request
from DSO

30

Data sharing to
DSO
Data
concentration
and alingment
Data validation

40

50

to the FTP so that the
session can end
The BRP sends a
closure confirmation
to the FTP so that the
session can end
FTP ends the session
once
both
confirmations
are
received
BRP
sends
the
verification outcome
to the aggregator
Settlement is carried
out between the BRP
and the aggregator

Description of
process/ activity
Metered
data
is
stored in the smart
meter at specified
intervals
DSO
requests
metered data from the
DER (every 6h)
DER sends requested
data to the DSO
The
DSO
concentrates
and
aligns data
The DSO validates
the metered data

BRP

FTP

IA120

BRP

AGG

IA70

BRP

AGG

Information
producer
(actor)
DER

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

DSO

DER

IC20

DER

DSO

IC30

FTP

Service

DSO

DSO

Requirements
R-ID

60

Data resolution
change

70

Data sharing to
Ecogrid
2.0
DataHub
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IA50

IA70

DSO

DSO

Ecogrid
DataHub

2.0

IC30

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
IA20

IA40

Data
resolution
is
changed to match the
one
required
by
DataHub
[15
minutes]. Raw data
must be sampled with
a faster rate.
The
DSO
sends
metered
data
to
Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub
at a fixed time interval

Name of
information
exchanged
Verification
request
and
service details
DataHub
request
DataHub
sharing
Verification
outcome

IA120

Closure
confirmation

IB30

Operational
data request

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

FTP sends a verification request to the verification party, pointing to a
Service ID, along with all relevant information regarding the service.
This includes the contract details and activation details.
A message with a request pointing to the relevant metering data from
Ecogrid 2.0 DataHub (customer IDs and time period are required)
The requested data, in the form of time series of consumption along
with customer IDs, is provided to the verification party
This information includes the verification outcome (whether the
service was successfully delivered or not) and the relevant KPIs
(which describe the performance)
A confirmation message that is sent to indicate that the session is
complete
This request includes all the operational data (BRP notifications, i.e.
schedules and traded products) the TSO must provide for the service
verification

Requirements IDs

IB40

Operational
data sharing
Contract details
response
DataHub
request
DataHub
sharing
Verification
outcome to BRP

IB30
IB40

IB50
IB70

IB90

Verification
outcome to AGG

IC20

Data request by
DSO
Data sharing to
DSO
DataHub
sharing

IC30
IC40

6

The corresponding data for the particular BRP which the TSO sends.
The contract details are given to the verification party (the contract
details can be found in the D.2.2 document)
A message with a request pointing to the relevant metering data from
DataHub (customer IDs and time period are required)
The requested data, in the form of time series of consumption along
with customer IDs, is provided to the verification party
The verification outcome is sent to the TSO and the BRP. This
information includes the verification outcome (whether the service
was successfully delivered or not) and the relevant KPIs (which
describe the performance)
The verification outcome is sent from the BRP to the AGG

A request addressing a customer ID and specific a time interval for
data retrieval
The requested data in a form of timeseries (energy reading with
corresponding time) including the DER's customer ID.
The requested data, in the form of a time series of consumption is
sent to DataHub

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

Definition

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
AGG01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Flexibility Planning & Coordination

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-06-29

Bernhard Jansen

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The flexibility planning & coordination use case describes the different aspects of the flexibility planning and
coordination efforts of the aggregator. This includes the planning of the available flexibility, planning of best
bid time frames, BRP interaction and the handling of flexibility activation.
The objective of this use case is the optimal usage of the available flexibility in terms of optimal bidding to
the market and BRP negotiation as well as handling flexibility activation request from the BRP.
(x)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The aggregator is able to collect and control the energetic flexibility of single households and is able to merge the single households flexibilities
into an aggregated plan and use this plan and calculate the optimal bidding strategy for the flexibility market. The Aggregator bids then based on
this plan into the market. On successful bids the Aggregator informs the BRP about his actions to make the BRP aware of the deviations caused
by him. The BRP instelf will activate flexibility from the Aggregator.
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- There is energetic flexibility in the participating households
- There is market need for energetic flexibility
Prerequisites
- A valid contract between the Aggregator and the BRP to handle schedule deviations
- A flexibility model for each participating or groups of participating households
- A flexibility control interface to control the DER resources

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
X – BRP01, CTR01, AGG03, AGG02, FTP02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating Season 2 and 3
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator
BRP

System
System

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
AGG02

1.2

Use case identification
Name of use case
Flexibility Control

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management
Changes

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-08-12

Troels Lund Rasmussen

First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

This use case describes how the DERs in the portfolio is controlled in respect to the plans created in the
Flexibility planning & coordination, how the DERs respond themselves and the DSO activation services.
A description of how the flexibility activated.

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The Flexibility control receives the control plan for the individual DERs it has the responsibility to start and stop consumption at the correct time
for the time allocated DERs, start, and stop the correct DERs in response to an activation signal.
It is also responsible for notifying the Flexibility planning and coordination if some DERs is not responding correctly or becomes unavailable.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

1.6

Use case conditions
Use case conditions

Assumptions
Prerequisites

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
AGG01, AGG03, AGG04, FTP03
Level of depth
Prioritisation
Heating season 1, No automated control
Heating season 2 TBD
Heating season 3 Fully implemented
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

Aggregator

AGG03 Flexibility
Modeling

AGG01 Flexibility planning
and coordination

AGG02 Flexibility control

FTP03 DSO Services
activation

AGG04 Aggr. Flexibility
Interface

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors
Actors
Group description

Grouping
Actor name

3.2
No.

Actor type

Actor description

Further information
specific to this use case

References
References type

Reference

Status

References
Impact on use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
exchanged
(IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

7

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
AGG03

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Flexibility Modelling

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-11

Bernhard Jansen

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)

The flexibility modelling use case describes the aspects of the generation and using a energetic flexibility
model for a single DER in a single house or multiple DERs in a group of households.
Provide the aggregator with a single or group interlinked of households flexibility model which he can use for
further planning of market interactions and execution of flexibility activation requests.

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The Aggregator collects all necessary and available meter, measurement and weather data and feeds this data into a mathematical model to
identify the available energetic flexibility depending on the state of DER, household and environmental parameters.
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

1.6

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- There is energetic flexibility available in the household/DER combination
Prerequisites
- Meter, measurement and weather data in a long enough time series is available

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
AGG01, AGG02, TSO03
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating season 1, collection of data and specialized experiments to create data points which would only happen rarely during normal operation
Heating season 2 & 3 ongoing update of the model which the data from the heating season
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator

System

3.2

References

No.

References type

Reference

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

Requirement ID

7

Requirement name

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
AGG04

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Aggregator Flexibility Interface

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-22

Haris Ziras

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)

The Aggregator Flexibility Interface use case describes the aspects associated with communicating the
control actions and information between the Aggregator (as well as internally among the Aggregator
functions) and the DERs, via an intermediate Generalized DER Flexibility Interface.
The objective is to efficiently and reliably exchange information between the Aggregator and the DER
systems via a Generalized DER Flexibility Interface.

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The Aggregator Flexibility Interface is the point of information exchange between the DERs and the Aggregator. This Interface will handle all the
aspects regarding the communication with the DERs through the Generalized DER Flexibility Interface and will describe the ways this
information is shared to other Aggregator functions. Apart from the readings and any relevant information from the DERs, this Interface will also
be used to dispatch the control signals from the Flexibility Control.
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
All information exchanged with the DERs will be carried out in a standardized, non aggregator-specific way (Flexibility Interoperability Platform).
No extra communication links (Aggregator-specific) between the Aggregator and the DERs will be considered.
Prerequisites
The formalized messaging protocol to exchange information between the Flexibility Interoperability Platform and the Aggregator is required.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
IOP01, AGG02, IOP02??? (not through the Generalized?)
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating Season 2 and 3
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Actor type

Aggregator System
Flexibility
Interoperability
Platform

Further information
specific to this use case

System
System

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

Reference

Status

No.

Scenario name

Scenario description

1

Connection setup

2

Operation

Setup a connection between
the Aggregator and the DER.
Exchange information once
the connection is established.

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary
Triggering event
actor

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

4.1

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information
producer
(actor)

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Service

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Definition

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
AGG05

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Aggregator-Customer-DER Product offer

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-08-16

Bernhard Jansen

Version management
Changes
Initial draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The scope of the use case described in this document is to allow the aggregator to make an offer for one or
more energy flexibility products to a customer with a DER installed. The customer can request such offers of
multiple aggregators and then choose the best fitting for him. The customers provides the aggregator access
to (historic) data of his house through data services like Data Hub or more direct access to its DER. The
aggregator uses the data compute the eventual energy flexibility and makes an offer to the Customer.
The goal of the use case is to allow the aggregator to make an offer for a certain flexibility product to a
customer based on the (historical) data from the customers DER.
(x)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The use case describes the Aggregator-Customer-DER interaction for product offering therefore it describes the the following actions
- The request for a an offer of a customer to an aggregator
- The allowance of the customer to use the (historic) DER data for offer creation by the aggregator
- The aggregator collects the necessary data for offer computation
- The offer computation for one are more energy flexibility products by the aggregator
- The offering of one or more flexibility products by the aggregator to the customer for its DER

Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
(x) The aggregator technically able to access the customers (historic) DER data
Prerequisites
(x) A customer with interest in an offer from an aggregator

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
X – IOP2, CTR02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
(X) - Heating Season 2
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
[e.g. Business or Technical]
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Actor type

X- Aggregator System
Customer
DER – System
Power
Measurement
Metering System

and

System
Actor
System
System

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Further information
specific to this use case

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/

Description of
process/

Service

Information
producer

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

activity

5

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

(actor)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

activity

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case
Use case identification

ID
DER01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Name of use case
BRP Scheduling

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-27

Haris Ziras

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)

The BRP Scheduling use case describes the close-to-operation (after intra-day market) interactions of a BRP
with the Real-time Flexibility Market, TSO and Aggregator and concludes with confirming the updated
schedule.
The objective is to carry out the bidding of the Aggregator to the Real-time Flexibility Market, receive the
clearing outcome, and submit the schedules to the TSO.

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The Aggregator submits its available flexibility as bid suggestion to the BRP. The BRP then carries out the bidding to the Flexibility Market (on
behalf of the Aggregator). Once the market is cleared and the result is announced to the BRP, a) it informs the Aggregator in order to deliver the
service, and b) updates its operation schedule and sends it to the TSO and receives confirmation from the TSO.
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The BRP, for now, only performs bids and on the Flexibility Market, no other ancillary services provision is considered.
The operation schedule is based on a 5-min resolution.
The load represented by the respective Aggregator (bid) is fully included in the BRP portfolio and therefore part of the BRP operating schedule.
Prerequisites
The BRP has established an operating schedule with the TSO based on the latest energy market outcome.
The specifications of the products traded in the Flexibility market are known.
The communication between the aggregator and the BRP is well defined.
The interaction with the Flexibility market is well defined.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
AGG01, FTP01, TSO01
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating Season 2 & 3
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Roles
Actor name

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Actor type

Flexibility
Interoperability
Platform
TSO Systems
Aggregator Systems

System
System
System

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

Further information
specific to this use case

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

4.1

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information
producer
(actor)

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Service

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Definition

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
CTR01

1.2

Use case identification
Name of use case
Aggregator-BRP Contractual Agreement

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management
Changes

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-08-16

Troels Lund Rasmussen

First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)

The Aggregator-BRP Contractual Agreement use case describes how an aggregator and BRP enters into a
contractual agreement
The aggregators are the only stakeholders in the project
Settle terms of service and conditions
Settle responsibilities

Related business case(s)

1.4

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
- Aggregator and BRP settles a long term contractual agreement
Complete description

1.5
ID
01

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Name
Number of agreements

Key performance indicators
Description
Signed contracts between aggregators and BRPs

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

02

1.6

Number of revisions

Stability of contractual agreement

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The aggregator is not a BRP (as in EcoGrid2?) the aggregator can be a BRP but then this use case is not applicable
Prerequisites

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
AGG01
Level of depth
Prioritisation
The use case does not impact the functionality and can be postponed
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

CTR01 Aggr-BRP
Contractual
Agreement

Balance Responsible
Party (BRP)

Aggregator

AGG01 Flexibility planning
and coordination

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors
Actors
Group description

Grouping

Actor name

3.2
No.

Actor type

Actor description

Further information
specific to this use case

References
References type

Reference

Status

References
Impact on use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
exchanged
(IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

Requirement ID

7

Requirement name

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
CTR02

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Aggregator-Customer Contractual Agreement

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-08

Troels Brødsgaard

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The Aggregator-Customer Contractual Agreement use case describes how an aggregator and customer
enters into a contractual agreement
Customers and aggregators are stakeholders
Settle terms of service
Settle liabilities
(x) (pending input)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
- Customer requests aggregator to provide a product/service
- Aggregator evaluates DER of customer, to see whether it has the needed capabilities to deliver the requested product/service
- If successful, contractual agreement is settled
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
After establishing a contractual relationship, the aggregator will control the DER of the customer according to the terms of the contract
Prerequisites
The aggregator must know which capabilities are required to fulfill a product/service
The aggregator must be able to evaluate capabilities of DER equipment relative to requested product/service

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
IOP02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
The use case should be outlined for heating season 1, as it makes it possible to align all partners on the foundation for the technical work in the
Interoperability Platform System. A detailed discussion of the content of the contractual agreement is not necessary to align on this foundation,
and is thus considered out of scope of WP4 and WP5. These details are expected to be settled by WP6 (or WP2 or WP8) if need be.
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Business
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

Interoperability Platform
Aggregator

System
Role

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Further information
specific to this use case

Customer

Role

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Reference

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

6

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case
Use case identification

ID
DER01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Name of use case
DER Controllability

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-22

Haris Ziras

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The DER Controllability use case describes all the aspects of physically controlling a DER device, by
implementing the control actions of the Aggregator, via a Generalized DER Flexibility Interface.
The objective is to implement the control actions sent by the Aggregator.

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
This use case describes the physical control of the units. The control actions are communicated from the Aggregator, in a standardized form
which ensures interoperability. Moreover, this use case includes the Customer input to the controllability of the unit (Customer-DER interaction
use case).
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

1.6

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
Prerequisites
The control capabilities of the devices are known.
The messaging protocol to communicate with the Aggregator is known (Generalized DER Flexibility Interface).

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
DER02, IOP01
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating Season 1
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name
DER System
DER
Flexibility
Platform

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Actor type

Interoperability

System
Role
System

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios
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Scenario name
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specific to this use case
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description
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Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
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Triggering event
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Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
DER02

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Customer-DER Interaction

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-08

Troels Brødsgaard

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related business case(s)

1.4
Short
-

The Customer-DER Interaction use case describes the direct interactions between customers and their DER,
e.g. customers overruling control signals from aggregator and product settings.
The use case covers how customers can use the equipment installed in their home to interact with their DER.
Changes to aggregator product/service related settings, must be communicated back to the aggregator in
charge of controlling the equipment.
Customers and DERs are stakeholders
Provide the customers with the ability to override any external control of their DER
Notify aggregators of product-influenced local changes
Enable customers to control their DER in case they have no agreement with an aggregator
(x) (pending input)

Narrative of use case
Narrative of use case
description
Aggregator sends control signal to device
Customer is displeased and performs local override
Aggregator receives notification of new settings
General daily use of aggregator-unrelated DER equipment settings

Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The customer must be able to override external control of their DER
The locally installed equipment provides interfaces for control
Local control interfaces are used for controlling the DER when there is no aggregator controlling the DER
Prerequisites
None

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
DER01
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Must be specified by mid HS1 as it is important for the implementation of the interoperability platform
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

X- Aggregator System

System

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Further information
specific to this use case

DSO System

System

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Reference

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

6

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
DSO01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Distribution System Operation

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-06-30
2016-08-04

Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
First outline for exemplification
2. draft

Approval status
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

The actions of the DSO, as seen from their control room in the hour of operation. The control room gets
measurements, and historical data, which they can use to do operational planning, and execution.

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The networks in question are middle voltage (10-20 kV).
The DSO uses flexibility services to keep the lights on, minimize losses, hold voltage within +/- 10 %. Even
when there is high load and/or high PV production.
DSO02- Medium term planning; FTP03- DSO Services activation

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The DSO of the future will have a more active approach to operating their network. This involves taking all available measurements into their
operational planning. These measurements will be used for estimating the current state of the network and predicting future states.
During execution of the operational plan, the DSO will control both their own assets (fx tap changers) as well as the contracted DER flexibility.
Complete description
Data is the new driving force in the DSOs operational planning. Historical consumption data is synthesized into load models, models that are
combined with weather forecasts, and real-time measurements from the grid, to form an estimate of the systems state for the coming hours and

day(s). This state prediction/estimation then informs decisions about how to optimally operate the grid, and contingency plans for how to react to
credible outage scenarios. Some of these plans will involve activating the DER flexibility previously acquired in the medium-term planning phase.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID
SAIFI

P_max
Delta_U

Name
System
Average
Interruption
Frequency
Index
Peak Load
Voltage variation

E

Prediction error

1.6

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

The highest 10-minute average voltage, minus the
lowest 10-minute average voltage.
Voltage, power?

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The DSO has acquired some flexibility services from FLECH, otherwise the DS operation is business as usual (with the addition of more data to
influence the operational planning).
Normal operation will probably not require flexibility services. Instead of waiting for extreme (and rare) situations, the EcoGrid demonstration will
exercise the flexibility services by reacting to fictional events fx line outages, or very cold weather.
Prerequisites
The grid measurements and data from the historical archive are available with high reliability. The DSO will have access to weather forecasts,
and incorporate a priori knowledge of events with a significant effect on the distribution system (i.e. holidays).

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
FTP03, DSO03, DSO04
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
2. Heating Season
Generic, regional or national relation

Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks

General remarks
There are many possible operational scenarios (storm warning, line faults). The operations involve both pro-active planning (a few hours in
advance), and reactive behaviour in response to unforeseen events.

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

DS Operator
DSO System

Person
System

3.2

References

No.
1

References type
Report

Reference
Smart
City
Kalundborg

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Status
released

References
Impact on use case
Inspiration for operational
scenarios

Further information
specific to this use case
Driftsleder

Originator / organisation
Dansk Energi

Link

WP2

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

1

Stop all loads and
production during
fault
Unblock after fault
cleared
Downregulate load
(to 67 %) on 10 kV
during fault
Upregulate
(unblock) load on
10 kV after fault.
Keeping
current
within limits on 10
kV feeder
Keeping
voltage
within limits on a
10 kV feeder

2
3

4

5

6

4.1

Scenario
description
Smart
Kalundborg

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

City

Smart
Kalundborg
Smart
Kalundborg

City

Smart
Kalundborg

City

Smart
Kalundborg

City

Smart
Kalundborg

City

City

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event

Name of

Description of

Service

Information

Information

Information

Requirements

No.

5

process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged
Real-time grid
measurements
Off-line data
Network
topology and
thermal
constraints

Voltage, Current, Power, switch states from the DSOs own
measurement points (SCADA RTUs)
Smart meter data
The network planning function delivers the specifications of the
physical network, including line and switch location, and
maximum allowable current.

Requirements (optional)
Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

receiver (actor)

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Categories ID

7

producer
(actor)

exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
DSO03DSO01
DSO04DSO01
DSO02DSO01

6

process/
activity

Definition

Requirements IDs

R-ID

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
DSO02

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
DSO Medium-term Planning

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-05
2016-08-04

Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
First draft
2. draft

Approval status
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The DSO must ensure that their network is well maintained, and dimensioned to handle the expected load
and DG production, taking credible contingency scenarios into account. Medium-term refers to planning of
investments in expansion and maintenance on time scale of 1-4 years in the future.
Reliable, Safe and Inexpensive delivery of electric energy. The key goal of EcoGrid will be to reduce costs by
avoiding/delaying capital intensive network expansion by activating flexible demand-side resources.
DSO01

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The DSO must plan investments to ensure delivery of sufficient quality of service, while minimizing costs. EcoGrid 2 proposes new tools to
optimize costs, essentially by compensating customers for a voluntary reduction of service. The economic rationale for this proposal is that the
amount of compensation paid to flexible customers to forego service is smaller than the cost of investing in upgrading infrastructure.
Complete description
Underground cables have a long service life, but require large up-front investments. The main cost is digging a trench; the cost of the cables
themselves is secondary. Networks are not normally operated to their limits because capacity is reserved to reroute power in the event of line
outages. As a consequence, many distribution systems are designed with a large overcapacity, with median utilization rates in LV feeders
around 20 %.

In general, utilization rates are lowest at the edge of the network (i.e. the last customer at the end of a LV line), and increase as one moves
towards the root of a radial distribution system (i.e. the HV/MV transformer). Moving towards the root of a radial, lines are shared by more and
more customers, thereby increasing the number of potential flexibility providers.
EcoGrid will especially focus on deferring investment in MV (10 kV) segments of the distribution network.
In the demonstration, there will not be actual investment decisions. Instead the planning activities will determine the DSOs demand for flexibility.
Historical data (from use case DSO04) will be used to create load models, and predict future network load. The demand for flexibility will be
covered by purchases in FLECH (use case FTP02). This use case will specify the quantity of flexibility demanded, and the maximum (breakeven) price the DSO is willing to pay.
The amount of flexibility demanded will depend on how the network is operated. Constraints specifying the preferred operational methods are
given as inputs from DS Operations (use case DSO01), and the procedures for activating flexibility are returned to the operations team.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID
1

Name
Cost savings from flexible
demand (whole network)

2

Cost savings from flexible
demand (one feeder)

3

Percentage of feeder that
would
benefit
from
flexibility

1.6

Key performance indicators
Description
The net present value of a Business-as-Usual
investment plan covering the whole DSO service
area compared to the case of deferring
investment, and instead using resources to buy
flexibility.
It is expected that only a subset of feeders will
benefit from flexible demand. These best-case
feeders should be highlighted by making a narrow
comparison of the cost of flexibility to a BAU
scenario.
How broadly applicable are flexibility services?
This KPI can be formulated as a curve where the
cost of flexibility is on one axis, and % of
benefiting feeders is on the other axis.

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
Planning of LV networks is not expected to benefit from the flexibility services offered in EcoGrid 2 because the number of potentially flexible

customers on a given LV feeder is so limited that a creating a liquid market for their flexibility is infeasible. This assumption can be re-examined
during the project, when more is known about the cost, and availability of flexibility.
Prerequisites
Data about the existing network, and real costs of BAU investments are made available.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
DSO01, FTP02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Medium - not seasonally dependent.
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
[e.g. Business or Technical]
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors
Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

X- Aggregator System
DSO System

System
System

Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

1

Planning
to
mitigate
thermal
overload of lines
during
peak
demand
Planning
to
mitigate violation
of
voltage
constraints during
high PV production
and low load
Planning
to
accommodate
100 % penetration
of: heatpumps / PV
/ EV

2

3

Reference

Scenario
description
The
load
composition
is
assumed
to
resemble
the
present day load
The
load
composition
is
assumed
to
resemble
the
present day load
Study the extreme
case if everyone
acquired a heat
pump, solar plant,
and/or
electric

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

vehicle.

4.1

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
1

Name of
information
exchanged
Operational
Constraints

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Maximum number of switching operations to restore supply after
any line outage.
Maximum line loading for each network segment (thermal
constraints).
Maybe: [Probability of line/transformer overload.]

6

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

7
Term
BAU

8

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions
Definition
Business as Usual. The state-of-the-art in the absence of the new flexibility marketplace.

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
DSO03

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
DSO Grid Measurements

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-04
2016-08-03

Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
First Draft
2. Draft

Approval status
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

Real time measurements from SCADA are made available to the DS operator. The measurements are also
saved in a historical archive.
Accurate measurements are gathered from the field on a timely basis and made available in real-time.
DSO01, DSO04

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
Accurate measurements are gathered from the field on a timely basis. The measurements are archived in the DSO Data Storage service.
Complete description
EcoGrid 2 will be using the pre-existing measurements that BOEF has at their disposal. New measurements are not part of the project.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

1.6

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The operations can live with the limitation of using only pre-existing measurement devices.
Prerequisites
Real-time measurement devices exist, and can reliably accesses by the operators.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
DSO01, DSO04
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Medium - not weather dependant
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks

General remarks
The assumption is that real-time measurements already exist. Therefore, there are no new tasks associated with this use case.

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

X- Aggregator System
DSO System

System
System

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
DSO04

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
DSO Data Storage and Billing

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-04

Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
First Draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

BOEF will install remotely read interval power meters at all households and make this data available to the
DS operations and verification tasks
Make consumption data available to other use cases.
Power Measurement & Metering Systems, Medium-Term Planning, DS Operation

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The metering system will record the active power consumption of all users. This data will be measured at a fixed interval (5-minutes), and the
data will be downloaded twice per day. This data will be archived in a database, and the data will be shared internally within the DSO, and
shared externally via the Data Hub.
Complete description
DSOs in Denmark have "måleansvar"- the responsibility to meter power at every customer. Remotely read smart meters, measuring at minimum
hourly intervals, will be universal by 2020. This use case focusses on the central warehouse of data, where data is archived after being collected
from the field. Today, the DSO forwards this data to Energinet.dk's Data Hub, which the electricity retailers use to write invoices.
In EcoGrid 2.0, the DSO will actively use this data, not only in network planning, but also in the daily operation of their network. The data archive
will collect meter data from the field, and passively respond to queries from the other use cases.

This use case is mostly in place at the start of the project because we will reuse the EcoGrid EU system delivered by Landis + Gyr. However,
this use case also covers development and test of a higher performance (lower latency) metering system from Kamstrup. The settlement of
flexibility services is also new in EcoGrid 2

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID
1

Name
Completeness

2

Timeliness

3

Average Response Time

4

Worst
Case
Response
Time
Latency (from field to DB)

5

1.6

Key performance indicators
Description
The percentage of energy measurements that are
ultimately (with no limit on time) successfully
recorded in the data storage.
The percentage of energy measurements that are
available from the data storage within a fixed
deadline (12 hours). The deadline is the nominal
latency of the system.
The average time taken to execute a query to
retrieve data.
The maximum time taken to execute a query to
retrieve data (or alternatively, the 95 % percentile)
The metering system from EcoGrid EU has a 12hour delay in fetching measurements from the
field to the central DB. Development of a new
metering system has a goal of improving on this.

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The DSO has a system in place to change customers for utilizing their network. Access to the database is restricted to legitimate users through
best-practices in IT-security.
SQL is used to deliver data to the DSOs internal tools. Writing SQL queries requires detailed knowledge of the structure of the database. Decent
documentation for the query developers is a must.
Prerequisites
The DSO has installed smart meters in the field, and established a communications network between the meters and the data archive.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
DSO01, DSO02, DSO03, DSO05, TSO03
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
High - This use case does not have a seasonal dependency.
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks

General remarks
All DSOs already have a data storage and billing function. In EcoGrid 2 this system will be stressed with more data (i.e. 15 minute metering
gives 4 times the data as conventional hourly metering), and stricter real-time requirements (i.e. the data is available after 12 hours, rather than
several days). These challenges were thoroughly explored in the EcoGrid EU project, and EcoGrid 2 will continue to use the EcoGrid EU system.
SQL is the obvious choice of interface between the data storage at the other use cases.

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping

Actors
Group description

Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

X- Aggregator System
DSO System

System
System

ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID
1

6

Name of
information
exchanged
Meter Data

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Results of SQL queries

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
FTP01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Real-Time Flexibility Market

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-11

Bernhard Jansen

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The Real-Time Flexibility Market use case describes all the aspects of the flexibility market interactions
The goal of this use case it to provide a working flexibility market platform to all market participants so that
flexibility can be traded on a day-to-day basis
(x)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The Real-Time Flexibility market provides a market platform where
- a buyer can open a flexibility market for a specified product
- a seller can bid into a buyer opened market for a specified product
- the buyer opened market platform is cleared at market opening specified time
- the market platform handles settlement
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
There is enough interests from buyers and sellers in a flexibility market, so that a liquid market develops
Prerequisites
- Specified market products
- Registered buyers and sellers
- TSO allowance

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
BRP01, TSO01, TSO02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
(X) - Heating Season 2 & 3
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems

Actors
Group description
ICT System

Roles
Actor name

Actor type

BRP
TSO

System
System

Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Reference

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged

Name of
information

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

ID

6

exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
FTP02

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Long-term Localized Flexibility Clearing

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-11

Bernhard Jansen

Version management
Changes
First draft

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The Long-term Localized Flexibility Clearing use case describes the necessary aspects to use energetic
flexibility from a single DER in a household or group of DERs in multiple households managed by an
aggregator for breaking long term distribution weaknesses like recurring overload during short time preiods.
This can be use to prolong the lifetime of distribution grid components or to delay/omit distribution grid
extension.
The goal of the use case is to allow substantial distribution grid offloading and delay/omit distribution grid
extension by the use of a flexibility market platform.
(x)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The use case describes the use of a Long-term Localized Flexibility Clearing market platform for peak shaving. Therefore the use case describes
the following:
- Location aware market opening by a buyer (DSO) for a specified product
- Seller (aggregator) bidding into the a locational market
- Market clearing at the at market opening specified time
- Settlement of delivered products

Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The aggregated DERs provide enough potential to influence a certain area of the DSO
Prerequisites
- DSO medium term planning so that potential bottlenecks are identified and the DSO can open respective markets
- Flexibility planning by the aggregator so that the aggregator can bid into the markets opend by the DSO

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
X – DSO02, FTP03
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
(X) - Heating Season 2 & 3
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors
Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator System
DSO System

System
System

Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information exchanged
Information Exchanged

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
information
exchanged

Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
FTP03

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
DSO services activation

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-06-29
2016-08-05

Kai Heussen
Kai Heussen

Version management
Changes
First outline for exemplification
Full draft

Approval status
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

This use case describes the involvement of the Flexibility Trading Platform in the context of activation
(operation) of a given service contract (contract ID) between a DSO and an aggregator (representing
resources/DER associated with a specific connection point (Grid Area ID), for which the requesting DSO is
responsible).
Pass on registered reserve activation signal and ensure secure logging of activations of both reserve and .
(flexibility trading of DSO services)

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
Given a specific contractID for a flexibility reserve service and an applicable (foreseen or reactive) grid issue, a DSO decides to activate the
available reserves. The activation signal, issued by an operator in the DSO control room It is registered in the flexibility trading platform. The
signal is (in sequence or in parallel) sent to the responsible aggregator. After acknowledging the receipt of the activation signal the aggregator
proceeds to perform the contracted flexibility service (by means of activating applicable DER). The activity concludes by the aggregator sending
a 'success' signal. The activation is logged and logs are used for later verification.
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The DSO service in question requires real-time activation. This use case applies to DSO flexibility services that are based on a 'reserve' option.
Prerequisites
A valid contract (contractID) for the respective service delivery is applicable to the relevant time span

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
DSO01, AGG02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating Season 2: the functional integration of DSO reserve service
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
[e.g. Business or Technical]
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks

General remarks
This use case may also be applicable to non-reserve products in that the logging of activations

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
System
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator System
Flexiblity trading platform
DSO System
DSO
Aggregator

System
System
System
Role
Role

3.2

References

No.

References type

Reference

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

7

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
IOP01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Generalized DER Flexibility Interface

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-08
2016-08-01

Troels Brødsgaard
Troels Brødsgaard

0.3

2016-08-08

Troels Brødsgaard

1.3

Version management
Changes
First draft
Changes to 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 and 2. Added initial provisioning
and provisioning to transfer DER to new aggregator.
Changes to 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 and 2. Remove mentions of
registration/provisioning as this is now a prerequisite.

Approval status
draft
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related business case(s)

1.4

The Generalized DER Flexibility Interface sits between the aggregator system and the DER system.
It provides an abstraction layer which translates aggregator signals to control actions and readings for the
DER equipment. The interface may be implemented either at a local or remote level.
Stakeholders: aggregators and customers.
Abstract away device specific interfaces to provide aggregators with a uniform flexibility interface across
many different DER devices. The Generalized DER Flexibility Interface will define the communication
protocol and information model.
Expose DER details relevant for control and flexibility to avoid losing controllability as a consequence of
abstracting away the device specific interfaces. The relevant DER details will be mapped into flexibility
capabilities which define the possible control and communication schemes an aggregator can employ.
(x) (pending input)

Narrative of use case
Narrative of use case

Short description

- AGG requests flexibility identification information from DER
- AGG sends control signals.
- IOP translates request to device specific command.
- IOP queries AGG for aggregator flexibility schedule.
Complete description

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- It is possible to provide an abstraction that is general but can provide all of the necessary information about flexibility and equipment.
- We have a definition of the scope of data exchange.
Prerequisites
- A valid contract between the aggregator and customer.
- The DER unit is registered with an aggregator.
- AGG flexibility interface is in place for communication with aggregator.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
IOP02, AGG04, DER01, (MMS02?)
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
- the use case should be fully implemented before the beginning of the second heating season.
- this use case is a dependency of use case IOP02.
- as it is quite ambitious, this use case requires an early prototype for early adoption by aggregators.
- necessary input: profiling of GreenWave and Siemens DER devices.
Generic, regional or national relation

Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Actor type

Aggregator System
DER System
(Power
Measurement
Metering System)

and

System
System
System

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Further information
specific to this use case

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
IOP02

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Use case identification
Name of use case
Customer-Aggregator Interaction

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-08
2016-08-02

Troels Brødsgaard
Troels Brødsgaard

0.3

2016-08-08

Troels Brødsgaard

1.3

Version management
Changes
First draft
Changes to 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 and 2. Focus on CustomerAggregator Interaction as bipartisan interaction. Remove
mentions relating to uniform portal, which is EcoGrid 2.0
specific.
Changes to 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 2. Add provisional sequence
diagram that describes the registration/provisioning flow.

Approval status
draft
draft

draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

The Customer-Aggregator Interaction use case covers all aspects of customer-aggregator interaction except
the details of contract negotiation (covered by use case CTR02).
The use case describes how a customer can interact with his DER and aggregator in order to establish the
necessary information to begin contract negotiation, and how the DER registers with the aggregator to enable
the aggregator to perform flexibility identification and control. The use case relies on assumptions and
prerequisites that must be provided by DER manufacturers and aggregators.
Customer-Aggregator Interaction interacts with the Generalized DER Flexibility Interface and the Aggregator
Flexibility Interface.
Stakeholders are the customers and aggregators.
Allow customers to sign up with an aggregator – both initially, and to switch to a new aggregator.
Allow the customers to change settings relevant to their product (e.g. temperature comfort zone).
(x)

1.4
Short
-

Narrative of use case
Narrative of use case
description
DER registers with AGG0 (initial aggregator).
Customer uses DER to request offers from new aggregator (AGG1). This starts the contract negotiation described in UC CTR02.
Customer chooses a product from AGG1. This is the conclusion of UC CTR02.
DER unregisters with AGG0 and registers with AGG1.
Customer changes product settings.

Complete description
See sequence diagram in section 2. The complete description does not yet cover changing the product settings.
-

1.5

DER registers with an initial aggregator (AGG0). AGG0 can not control the DER after registration, only forward transfer requests. The
DER registers itself with the installation ID (“aftagenummer”) of the nearest meter.
Customer accesses DER user interface.
DER requests list of aggregators from directory service.
DER shows list of aggregators to Customer
Customer selects an aggregator (AGG1) he wants an offer from.
DER requests offer from AGG1, sending DER capabilities with the request, name of aggregator where it is currently registered (AGG0),
customer email address and a DER token (which AGG1 will need to activate an offer). It also sends the DER installation ID.
AGG1 analyses the DER capabilities (and possibly the historical performance of the DER), and submits offers to customer email. The
email contains links to enter begin negotiation.
Customer clicks a link to enter contract negotiation.
Once contract negotiation has completed, AGG1 sends transfer request to the DER, relaying it through AGG0 where the DER is
registered.
AGG0 forwards the request to DER.
DER requests AGG1 to acknowledge the transfer request.
AGG1 validates the transfer request.
DER unregisters with AGG0, removing the DER from AGG0's pool.
DER registers with AGG1.

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

1.6

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
- The DER provides an interface where the customer can input the network address of an aggregator to establish an initial connection, or the
DER has a hardcoded address for the initial aggregator.
- The DER provides a user interface (either through hardware interface, web or mobile application on local network or cloud service) where the
customer can request offers from an aggregator.
Prerequisites
- DER flexibility interface that exposes the capabilities of a customer’s DER.
- A directory service where the DER can discover aggregators. Aggregators commit to maintaining their directory service with a list of all
aggregators, possibly by entering into an alliance. The directory service is used to establish the initial connection and to switch DERs between
aggregators.

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping

Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
IOP01, CTR02, AGG05
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
- First heating season, communication about test cases / control
- Second heating season, change product settings
- Third heating season, sign up with aggregator, change aggregator
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
[e.g. Business or Technical]
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

1) Use Case Diagram

2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

Aggregator System
Aggregator
Customer

System
Role
Role

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description of
process/
activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Requirements
R-ID

5

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
information
exchanged

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Requirements IDs

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
MMS01

1.2

Use case identification
Name of use case
Metering

Version management

Version
No.
0.1

1.3

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)
Power measurement &
Meetering systems

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-08-08

Kim Kock-Hansen

Version management
Changes
First outline for exemplification

Approval status
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The metering system is the meters installed in the households by BEFO. The meters deliver data to the DSO
with 15 minutes reading intervals for invoicing purposes. Additionally, the meters deliver data with 5 minutes
intervals for EcoGrid. In EcoGrid EU the transfer interval was set to 10 minutes. This interval caused a
massive overhead due to errors in reading and transferring meterdata. To eliminate this overhead, the
transfer interval is set to 12 hours in EcoGrid 2.0. Theese intervals (5 minutes readings and 12 hours transfer)
are discussed within the project and are accepted by all partners.
The meters are for now all Landis and Gyr smart meters but a tender stipulates that Kamstrup meters has to
be installed in all households on Bornholm within the next 2½ years. Kamstrup does not support 5 and 15
minutes intervals for reading and therefore they can not deliver meterdata to EcoGrid 2.0. Instead the project
has established a Kamstrup pioneer group to investigate how Kamstrup meter data can be extracted and
transferred with intervals significantly shorter intervals than 12 hours.
How the meetering systems works
Real- time power measurements; DSO Data and storage billings

Narrative of use case
Narrative of use case

Short description

The meters will deliver meterdata for both EcoGrid with 5 minutes intervals and for SonWin/DataHub with 15 minutes intervals. Transfertime is
set to 12 hours due to consistency for meterdata. This counts for the L+G meters within the project.
As a test of new Kamstrup Meters, who are to be installed there are established a Pioneer Group to test methods in delivering data via an other
topology than the DSO's.
Complete description
The Landis and Gyr meters are set up with a reading interval of 5 minutes. All data are transferred to L+G AIM system via DSO network that
mainly are based on GSM network. Data for Ecogrid are available at AIM and transferred to the EcoGrid Datacentre to use for the projects
participants. BEOF's meter management system - SonWin are not able to handle 5 minutes intervals and therefore meterdata are summed up
to 15 minutes intervals and sent to SonWin and the DataHub. This construction is unique for L+G and not available for use with other meters.
The Kamstrup meters are set up for BEFO and only configured for SonWin and DataHub. This means that the meterdata collected by the DSO
will only be available with 15 minutes intervals and therefore not useable for EcoGrid 2.0.
To find other ways to extract Kamstrup meterdata the project has defined a meter/measure group to work on the Kamstrup meters to elaborate
on how it can be possible to extract meterdata in an other way than via the DSO. This work will start in fall 2016 and is estimated to include
approx. 40 meters.
Dependant on the results from this group, the L+G meters can be replaced by Kamstrup, if the group find a feasible way to replace the meters
within the budget frames of the EcoGrid 2.0 project.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
The L+G meters are available for Ecogrid 2.0 during the entire project period. The Kamstrup meters and Zigbee modules can work on GWR
gateways to extract meterdata.
Prerequisites
Smart meters - L+G and Kamstrup - a small referencegroup of 40 meters

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
Level of depth

Prioritisation
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
Technical
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

3

Technical details
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Actors
Actors
Group description

Grouping
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3.2
No.

Actor type

Actor description

Further information
specific to this use case

References
References type

Reference

Status

References
Impact on use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

4.1

Scenario name

Scenario
description

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5
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Service
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(actor)

Information
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(actor)
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(IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
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6

Name of
process/
activity

Name of
information
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Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

Requirement ID

7

Requirement name

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case

ID
TSO01

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

1.3

Use case identification
Name of use case
Transmission System Operation

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-05
2016-08-03

Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
First draft
2. draft

Approval status
draft
Draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The TSO operates the system within reliability and stability constraints at the lowest possible cost. The TSO
utilizes existing markets to dispatch resources. These markets will be supplemented with a new "Real-time
Flexibility Market" to allow more demand-side participation.
Safe, reliable and affordable electric energy.

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
The bulk power system needs to integrate large amounts of variable generation. Demand-side resources are attractive providers of system
services in the absence of large, dispatchable, synchronous machines. Transmission system operation will be unchanged in the EcoGrid 2 setup,
except for the addition of the Real-time Flexibility Market.
Complete description
TSO use day-ahead markets to predict bulk power flows. Market participants who revise their day-ahead plans can trade power on the intra-day
market (El-Bas) within about 2 hours of operation. Deviations that arise within the hour of operation are covered by the TSOs activation of
manual reserves ("regulærkraft").
Instead of (In addition to?) the existing market for manual reserves, the TSO will use the new Real-time Flexibility market to activate flexible

producers/consumers. TSO will use the market to incentivize an increase or decrease active power flows.

1.5
ID

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Name
Frequency quality: Number
of
minutes
operating
outside
safe
frequency
range (49.9 Hz - 50.1 Hz)
Frequency recovery time
after disturbance
Cost of operation

1.6

Key performance indicators
Description
The active power balance effects system
frequency, so use of flexible DER can reduce the
time the system is operated outside of the safe
frequency range. (Infeasible to demonstrate.)
Quantify the speed at which the flexible DER can
restore frequency to nominal after a large
disturbance. (Infeasible to demonstrate.)
Purchasing services in the Real-time flexibility
market is compared to BAU (the existing manual
reserves market).

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions

Use case conditions
Assumptions
Minimal changes to BAU transmission system operation are assumed. The new market will compete with the existing manual reserves market.
Prerequisites

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
BRP01, FTP01
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
Heating season 2.
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
[e.g. Business or Technical]

Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks
General remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

X- Aggregator System
DSO System

System
System

3.2

References

No.

References type

Reference

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Link

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

1

Activate
UpRegulation
(decreased load)
Activate
DownRegulation
(increased load)

2

4.1

Scenario
description

Scenario conditions
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Triggering event

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
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Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged
Flexibility
Offer
Winning
Bid(s)

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

The TSO opens a market by specifying the location, time period,
and quantity of active power to increase/reduce.
After the market clears, the winning bid(s) will be returned to the
TSO.

Requirements (optional)
Requirements (optional)

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Category description

Requirement ID

Requirement name

Requirement description
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Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

8

Definition

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

1

Description of the use case

1.1

Name of use case
Use case identification

ID
TSO03

1.2

Area Domain(s)/ Zone(s)

Version management

Version
No.
0.1
0.2

1.3

Name of use case
Data Hub

Date

Name of author(s)

2016-07-05
2016-08-03

Philip Douglass
Philip Douglass

Version management
Changes
First draft
2. draft

Approval status
draft
draft

Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and objectives of use case

Scope
Objective(s)
Related business case(s)

1.4

The Data Hub is in operation today. For EcoGrid 2 a finer time interval for meter data is defines- 15 minutes,
and the historical data is made available to the aggregators to allow them to model the DER.
Makes the life of BRPs easier because data from all their customers is found in one central database.

Narrative of use case

Narrative of use case
Short description
Collect power meter readings from all DSOs, and make this data available to all BRPs and aggregators.
Complete description
Starting April 1. 2016, all customer meter data in sent to a database, the Data Hub, which is operated by the TSO. BRPs can then download
consumption data from this one central server, a great improvement over the previous practice of bi-lateral data transfer.
The only adaption for EcoGrid 2 is to reduce the time interval of measurements from 1 hour to 15 minutes, and allowing aggregators to access
this data. In the demonstration, the data will be delivered by BEOF, not the datahub.

1.5

Key performance indicators (KPI)
Key performance indicators

ID

1.6

Name

Description
[KPIs from DSO04 could be relevant, but are not
prioritized, because the performance of the Data
Hub is not under EcoGrid control]

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Use case conditions
Use case conditions

Assumptions
Prerequisites

1.7

Further information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information

Relation to other use cases
X - DSO01, AGG02
Level of depth
High-level
Prioritisation
(X) - Heating Season
Generic, regional or national relation
Nature of the use case
[e.g. Business or Technical]
Further keywords for classification

1.8

General remarks

General remarks
Since the Data Hub is in operation, it is infeasible to modify it to handle 15 minute measurements. Instead, in the demonstration, the BRP and
aggregator can fetch data from BEOFs data archive called SonWin. This is actually a step backwards to the way things were done before the
Data Hub was introduced.
Similarly, Insero Live Lab, located near Horsens, will make their data available to the EcoGrid aggregators, without making use of the Data Hub.

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

X - 1) Use Case Diagram
2) (Message) Sequence Diagram

3

Technical details

3.1

Actors

Grouping
Systems
Roles
Actor name

Actor type

X- Aggregator System
DSO System

System
System

Actors
Group description
ICT System
Legal role
Actor description

3.2

References

No.

References type

4

Step by step analysis of use case

4.1

Overview of scenarios

No.

Scenario name

Reference

Scenario
description

Status

References
Impact on use case

Scenario conditions
Primary actor
Triggering event

Further information
specific to this use case

Originator / organisation

Pre-condition

Link

Post-condition

4.1

Steps – Scenarios
Scenario

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

5

Description of
process/
activity

Name of
information
exchanged

Information
producer
(actor)

Information Exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Requirements (optional)

Categories ID

Category name for
requirements

Requirement ID

Requirement name

7

Service

Requirements (optional)
Category description

Requirement description

Common Terms and Definitions
Common terms and definitions

Term

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
exchanged (IDs)

Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
ID

6

Name of
process/
activity

Definition

Requirements IDs

Requirements
R-ID

8

Custom information (optional)
Custom information (optional)

Key

Value

Refers to section

Read more at www.ecogrid.dk

